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PREFACE

The Finnish Association of Mathematics and Science Eaucation

Researdh published its first yearbObk (Yearbook 1983) last year;

The present volume, which covers research published in 1984,

centers around papers presented by Finnish researchers at the

Fifth International Congress on Mathematical Education (ICME 5)

held in Adelaide, Australia, on August 24th 30thl 1984; Al-

thbugh the articles have no common theme, most of them share an

interest in students' cognitive processe c! as well as problem

solving and application.

In the first article Leino puts forth the principles and general

outlines of a project on learning styles and strategies, which

he is directing. In the author's opinion to know and tb under-

-Stand the learner better is what the Finnish educational system

needs most. The purpose of the project is to improve the possi-

bilities of attaching more attention to the student's personali=

ty as a basis of instruCtion. Leino stresses that bringing

teachers' and students' style profiles into the focus of educa-

tional research does not necessarily help teaching practice

immediately. In order to be able to make use of the style the

teadher has to know the theoretical basis of the styles and how

they manifest themselves in the teaching-learning process.

Keranto's extensive article examines, from both a theoretical

and an experimental viewpoint, the problems of the third stage

of the author's longitudinal study begun in 1982 and discusses

the following questions: a) What kind of solution strategies do

children use in multiplication and division tasks whose mathema-

tical structure corresponds to that of the types q.d = x, q.x =

a and x-d = a, b) How are Piagetian abilities connected with

the multiplication and division tasks mentioned above?, c) What

role does the individual's memory capacity play in measurement

and partitive division?, d) How and at what stage do pupils

acquire the ideas of fractions and ratios involved in the con-
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II

cept of rational number and how does this connect with the

contents investigated in the earlier stages of the study?, e)

what kind of learning and teaching situations emphabité the

interpretation and use of rational number as fractions and

ratios? and f) How does the concept of rational number develop

and what stages and associated solution strategies are involved

in the proCe88?

In the third article Eijorkqvist describes research of a kind

WhiCh, AS yet, had been rather litited ih Finland. Ih this first

attempt emphasis was put on developing the necessary routineS

for the simultaneous use of the microcomputer as an educational

tool and a research instrument. The main reason was to develop a

methodology for problem solving researdh in general, with an

emphasis on school mathematics in as realistic situations as

possible. Another set of goals were those connected with comput-

er education - to know how to teach students how to use comput-

ers efficiently you need to know details about the rAay they

think while they work with computers;

In the fourth article Kupari examines the position of applica-

tions in junior secondary school mathematics teaching. The au-

thor deliberates upon the problems of the present situation by

concentrating on three questions: What role do applications play

in subject matter? How are applications taught? and Of what

significance is it to the pupil whether the applications are

interesting or not? Then the author presents some empirical

observations about the teaching of applications and learning

results and sets forth some general outlines for improving the

teaching of applications.

In the last article Silfverberg presents a research project in

which an attempt was made to describe the development of pupils'

geometrical thinking mainly at the three levels of the van Hiele

theory. The main purpose of the study was to answer the follow-

ing questions: First, can we perceive in the pupil's thinking a

transition from a holistic way of perception to one analyzing
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and classifying properties and at what stage does such a transi-

tion take place? Secondly, in as far as a pupil recognizes,

names, classifies and compares figures analytically, are these

properties separate or connected with each other?

The yearbook ends With

nen, approved in 1984;

a concept cf number in

psychology approach,

a summary of a dOctoral thesis by Vorna-

The thesis describes the development of

first-graders by using a developmental

Pekka Kupari

The Institute for Educational Research

University of Jyydskyld
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COGNITIVE STYLES AND STRATEGIES

Jarkko Leino

RESEARCH PLANS

The purpose of education in school is to influence the personal

development of the educand. The teachers at school and_parents

at home try to understand the child's thinking and acting, as

well as guide them by means of encouragement, advice, and

argument in the direction educationally valued by them. This -

.guiding process often happens unconsciously and only in close

connection with the actual situation like e.g. by ti.zans of

remarks of unsuitable behavior etc. Through interaction with the

immediate environment the child gradually adopts social rules

and principles behind them, while the amount of his knowledge

and experience keeps increasing and being structured; He learns

proper ways of orientation to things, animals, people,

situations etc. He adopts and develops the ways and their

criteria Which guide and control his thinking and acting.

Psychology has_ developed systems for describing personality and

its components by means of Whidh human behavibr can be described

and explained; These systems are important for educators because

they make edudators :..nderstand the educandi structure his ways

of thinking and acting, find out difficulties in certain situa-
-

tions or tasks and reasons for those difficulties. Man s

species-specific characteristics and ways of action serve as a

foundation for descriptive syntems. Individuals differ fram eaJi

other in terms of each characteristic within certain limits.

1 0



There are naturally very different types of characteristics;

Sbde phYsical ones can be directly seen and even measured

(hight, age, Slith688 etd.) but intellectual characteristics can

most clearly be seen only in aCtidti8 (intelligence, impOlsive-

ness, honesty etc;); Consequently describing many Character=

iStiCS is at the same time describing anticipated, typical or

potential aOtivities (e.g. structure of abilities).

Human activities and performances have long been investigated in

terms of the qualitative features as Nell as structure. In order

to describe performances comprehensively, batteries of tasks

have been developed which contain situations simulating human

activities often in a comparatively simplified form. Attempts

have been made to describe the so-called intelligent activities,

verbal and problem solving activities in particular, as an

important action characteristic of only the human being but, of

course, other forms have also been investigated.

Action is characterized by similarities and differences. During
the process of scientific development experimental psychologY

and differential psychology have become more differentiated from

each other in spite of the same purpose of describing the reg-

ularities of psychological processes. Experimental psychology

has concentrated on the effects of different experimental condi-
tions in processes and to a great extent omitted individual

differences including them in error term. Indiviqual differ-
ences, on the other hand, form the starting point and explan-

atory basis for differential psychology. The differing starting-

points of theSe two branches have understandably lead to dif-
ferent methodological solutiont. Among the representatives of
the two branches there have been those who have consciously

tried to narrow the gap thus created. Some differential psycho=

logists have tried to interpret traits considered as static to
be dynamic and some representatives of experimental psychology
have, in turn, tried to take individual differences into ac-
count in their formulations of theory. Inspite of that, fixed

ideas often come to be peen consciously or unconsciously. Atten=
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tion has been given to the fact even in Finland. For instance

Wright (1984) considers the description of action strictly dif-

ferent from the description of traits based on individdal dif=

ferences and has reservations concerning the possibilities for

combining these two description systems within the same research

(Leino & Leino 1982).

It is the writer's opinion that cognitive psychology serves a

possibility for combining the approaches mentioned above. Thus

the starting-point would consist, on one hand, of conception of

man as an information processor with all the different stages of

the process as well as monitoring and controlling strategies,

encoding and decoding processes and, on the other hand, the

system theoretical description of the individual personality.

An excellent description of this approach is giveri by Royce and

Powell (1983). A corresponding approach is also represented by

the studies in which an attempt is made to investigate the

traditional abilities by interpreting abilities as dynamic

conceptions e.g. how a particifigr combination of abilities is

seen at the level of action (see e.g. Leino 1981). We have the

same question when cognitive styles and strategies are studied

by asking what it means from the view point of the use of

strategies that a person has a particular cognitive profile.

(combination of cognitive styles).

From the point of view of educational science the results of

both experimental psychology and differential psychology create

only conditions for investigating pupils' personal interactions

in_ educational practice. In order to be able to guide_the_stu-

dying strategies of pupils who are very much different in terms

of their styles the teacher needs plenty of information about

styles and their manifestations, sensitivity to "read" the

pupil, and skill to comparatively spontaneously apply this in-

formation in different teaching situations. This skill presup-

poses such a degree of internalization that he does not have tO

remain reflecting upon the activity; the teacher generally has

to act spontaneously according to the demands of the situation.
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There are no possibilities for reflecting upon consequences of

different alternatives in the teaching situation. In a certain

sense the question of how to guide a verbally gifted child end

how to guide an impulsive child are analogical. Both styles and

Abilities are manifested in action and form a reality for per-

sonalizing instruction.

STYLES AND STRATEGIES

Man is an active, a purposeful; and preoriettating Creature, and

not only responding to stimuli; Life with all its aspects has

personal meaning to man which cannot be explained only by means

of theories of oonditioning. EVan though tany thin-0 during

one's life span seem to take place randomly; purposefulneaS

comes to be seen in the use made of situations. Friendship

relations, career, and interests show conscious choice and goal-

seeking behavior; Risks arid strain Art COnnected With Many gbal§

but man is ready to face them and even consciously take8 riSkS.

In cognitive science man's interaction with his environment is

considered as information processing. The flo4 of information in

man's cognitive system can be described by means of different

stages and speak about different functional units Iike sensory

register, short-term memory, working memory, and long-term memo-

ry. From the point of view of learning the most important are

awareness of information, monitoring, and control by means of

which man selects, compares, manipulates, transforms, encodes,

and decodes information in the memory. It is theSe mechanisms,

monitoring and controlling processing, which essentially influ=

ence how things are learnt and how they can be used. Strategies

and styles are connected with these questions of how.

To monitor and control mechanisms of the information Of A

certain situation are usually called strategies or cognitive

styles according to how closely connected they are with the type

13



of situation and the task. Bruner, Goodnow and Austin (1956)

used the term strategy to describe the ways whiCh the subjects

used while looking for rules for categorizing the figure cards

giVeh tO thet. Later on the term has been particularly used by

representatives of experimental psychology to_denote ways of

acting and thinking which are iiSed in certain types of Situa-

tions7 or tiekS. In StUdies 0f school learning it has been used

e.g. of the ways of retaining written texts (Wright et al. 1979)

or the ways of solving certain types of elementary equatiOnS

(Keranto 1964). Based Oh the preferences for different strate-

gies the SUbjeCtS haVe beet categorized as e;g. holists or

serialists; which is an approach typical_of differential psycho-

logy. If the connection with the type of the task has simulta=

neously been given up, Which is easily revealed by the language

of the report, the transfer has already been made to the field

of cognitive styles.

COgnitive style can be defined as a person's individual way of

monitoring and controlling information processing. Styles _are

comparatively stable acquired habits of _directing attention,

abilities,_and_strategid6 in different tasks. Even though Styles

aee dotprehensive; several style dimensions are needed to cover

e;g; ways of processing typical tasks -in_school._ To change

the styles generally presupposes Iong=lasting and systematic

guidance.

Figure 1 clearly shows the position of styles in the

comprehensive description of personality (Royce & Powell 1983;

13).
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Level of Integrative Personality (SuprasysteM)

Personal Meaning

Cognitive System

Sensor motor

Integration

Environment

FIGURE 1. The Basic Systems and Interactive Relationship of

Integrative Personality

A8 Can be Seen in the figure personality is considered as a

suprasystem Which consists of two lowerlevel systems; namely
the systems of styles and values. LOwer in the hierarchical

description are the cognitive and affective systems whiCh

monitor the 86rib-or motor system of senses and muscles. The

higher the hierarchical level the more iMportant the units are

in the integration of personality; the stabler they are, and the

greater priority they have in terms of action. The cognitive

system contains the system of_abilities as dynamic concepts

which is to be understObd as a factor description of potential

skills (see also Gustafsson 1984). The affectiVe SYSteM Of the

corresponding level can be considered as a factor description Of

emotions. The monitoring system of styles and values direct

objectives of action of the lower systems so that styles are in

15



charge of how processing goes on and Values what goes on;

Cognitive styles have been investigated for decades in very

many contexts and attempts have been made to extradt ways of

processes dharacteristic of ihdividual in terms of which indivi-

duals are different from each other.; The system of description

of styles which has been used in our project is based on

Letteri's researdh (1980). The system consists of seven

dimensions Which were originally discovered When an attempt was

made to comprehensively explain the school achievements in aca-

demic subjects. The central stage descriptions necessary in

information processing can be discovered even by means of logi-

cal analysis in the different dimensions of the system.

1. FoeuSing -.Nbabdusingt the dimension is concerned with the

way of selecting relevant details from the information offered

by environment.

2; Field-Independent - Field-Dependent (-AthalSitin---=--GlObal)4 the

way_ of_ analyzing the field or perception and discovering -the

needed infOrmation in the domplex situation.

3; Reflective - Impulsive; the dimension is concerned with how

fast a person is in his decision-making process.

4. Tolerant -_Intolcrant; the ditensiOn deals with the degree of

a person's tolerance of ambiguous or unfamiliar information.

5; Leveling - Sharpening; the way_of giving attention to items

which seem familiar in the situation versus different compared

with earlier items.

6. Broad_versus Narrow Categorizing; the extent to which an

individual uses many narrow versus few comprehensive categories

in processing information.

7. -GeOritive-Complexityl- the way of evaluating and dealing with

the environment by means of either a complex or a relatively

simple conceptual system.

The first two dimensions are connected with different ways of

perceiving and they are to be seen in the perception strategies

an individual deals with varying tasks while the two last men-

16



tioned dimensions describe constructing the conceptual system

and its use in evaluating the information offered by the envi-

ronment. The fifth dinension connects the perceiving and the

conceptual system with one another and also as an influence on

the development of oognitive constructs. The third and the

fourth dimension describe how a person begins to perform a task

or how he rejects it (the defence mechanism of self).

The number of style dimenSions is altOgether comparatively Stall

which is quite natural in the beginning of the project; If the

system proves inadequate it has to be complemented -naturally.

The_ relations between dimensions have not been analyzed more

closely even though the correlations between the measures used

have been low. So far the dimensions have been considered paral-

lel even though e.g. Royce and_Powell (1981, 135) consider

Field-Independence - Field-Dependence more general than the

other style dimensions mentioned abOVe.

STYLES AND TEACHING

Relationships between cognitive styles and teaching and learning

have not been much investigated. Styles are related to teaching

methods preferred by teachers in such a way e.g. that Field-

Dependent teachers prefer discussion method to lecturing which

is teacher-centered (Messick et al.)(1978). Styles are also

related to the subject that teacher represents (Rancourt &

Dionne 1981. ) Styles explain as well subjects which students

prefer. By investigating style profiles of students preferring

each subject and by comparing them with the profiles of teachers

of each subject a clear correspondence can be noticed at the

senior secondary school level. It is to be seen that styles are

connected with career preferences. The student whose style-

profile resembles that of the teacher appreciates this kind of

teacher more than the one with a different profile because it

makes communication easier (W1tkin et L. 1977). On the other

hand the teacher can develop his repertoire so that he can

17



better respond to the expectations of students of differing

styles (Tinsman 1981).

The research results which we have received in our project show

that styles are connected with teaching methods the students

prefer and learning difficulties they have (Lapatto 1984). In

studying mathematics Field-Independent students ln save prob-

lems better than Field-Dependent students who have difficulties

in finding relevant information in a task, particUlarly if it

contains surplus information. Reflective students like teacher-

centered instruction better; Impulsive students, on the other

hand, get easily tired _of sinner tasks and_working so _the

tendency to make mistakes increases. These resUlts correspond to

those received in other countries where the relationship between

Field-Dependency and problem solving, surplus information and

teaching methods have, in particular, been investigated (Nummen

dal & Collea 1981, Roberge & Flexer 1983, Strawitz 1984).

The results we have received of the relationship between

learning difficulties and styles compare well with those

received by Letteri (Aimo & Viilo 1983, Letteri 1982). According

to them if a pupil can be characterized by at least three of the

following traits, namely Nonfocusing - Field-Dependent -

Impulsive - Intolerant - Leveling - Broad Categorizing -

Cognitively Simple, he has difficulties in school work.

Styles do not seem to change much during the school years if

there is no systematic guidance to change them. Letteri'S

results (1982) compare well in this respect also with Finnish

replication research (Vino, in progress).

A study is in progress concerning the relationship between the

styles and the strategies used in mathematical tasks and topics

as well as attitudes towards mathematics. According to the

theory styles should become manifest in the choice of strate-

gies. In the remedy of learning difficulties the style profile

18



is considered only as an indicator of inadequacies and weak-

nasses in processing. Argumentation has naturally to bsgin at

the level of strategies but according to the baslo idea the new

strategies are gradually made more generalizable and their use-

fulness is really shown by means of their transferability

through a variety of tasks.

The styles emphasize the student's characteristic ways of pro-

cessing whiCh takes our project different froM psychological

studies Knowing the student's styles is a key to understand=

ing him. Cognitively oriented psychologioal research on strate-

gies can have a theoretically firm basis but educationally it

remains quite superficial with few consequences of practical

importance; The style system is very central for understanding

the student's personality and gives a comprehensive basis for

guiding the educational progress with the student as a stareing-

point; To know and to understand the learner better is what our

educational system needs most. The purpose of our project is not

bo change the school systen but only to improve the possibili-

ties Of giving more attention to the student's personality as a

basis of instruction; There are greater possibilities for these

attempt now with the new school laws making it; in fact; easier

to use flexible student grouping which in many cases means

Staller groups.

In the so-called time resource quota system (tuntikehysjarjes-

telmd) the teacher of a certain subject gets more time for

instructional purposes and each school is given a possibility to

use flexible grouping. One experiment of our project concerns

grouping LI the basis of students' impulsivity which according

to the pilot stydy was connected with the teaching methods

students preferred but not with their school achievements

(Lapatto 1984). By means of grouping teachers hopefully give

more attention to student characteristics and hence make the

choice of teaching methods easier.

19



Bringing teachers' and students' style profiles onto the focus

of educational research does_ not necessarily_ help iMMediately

teaching practice. In order to be able to make use of the style

the teacher has to know the theoretical basis of the styles and

.how they manifest themselves_in teaching-learning process. This

helps him to become aware of his own styles and understand the

students' different approaches to tasks and situations. Only in

this way can he flexibly take these into account in his teaching

and help the students who have learning difficultiej.

It is characteristic of this project to employ teachers who are

post-graduate students of education as researchers. -Thus there

is_a close connection_between research and real sdhool learning

situations. These teachers gather material concerning the

diagnosis of styles and try to find out instructional means of

using more effective strategies having their own students as

subjects.
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PROCESSES AND STRATEGIES IN SOLVING ELEMENTARY

VERBAL MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION TASKS: THEIR

RELATIONSHIP WITH PIAGETIAN WERIMENTS, MEMO-

RY CARACITY AND RATIONAL NUMBER

Tapio Karat:to

INTRODUCTION

This report examines from both the theoretical and_the experi=

mental _viewpoint the interrelationships between the mathara-

tico=logical contents whiCh were the objects of study in the

third stage of a longitudinal study begun in 1982 (for reporta

of the first two stages of this study, see Keranto 198140 1983b,

1984). The mathematico-aogical contents under investigation were

the following:

A. Piagetian abilities (the understanding Of transitive

judgement, quantitative correspondence, and multiple

correspondence) see e.g. Brainerd 1978,- 1979; Copel:-..sd

1979; FIaveIl 1963; Keranto 1979, 1981, 1983a, 1984;

Piaget 1952; Piaget et al. 1960)

B. Memory capacity (the retention of number words - in

short berm_ memory 7_throughout a _given operation, e.g.

the arranging of blocks into sub-sets of a given size.

(see Case 1972, 1980; Keranto 1983a, 1983bi 19844 Leino

1981, 1982).

C. Sequence skills (skills relating to the listing of

number words, e.g. upWard and downward listing from a given

number by a gignin number of number words and listing in

23
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given intervals) (see Fuson & Hall 1982; Fuson et al 1982;

Keranto 1981, 1983a, 1983b, 1984);

D; Multiplication skills and related counting StrategieS

on elementary multiplication tasks of the type eid=X.

E. Division skills and related counting strategies on

elementary division tasks of the types x-d=a and q;k=a.

F. Rational number interpretations as rations, fractions

and quotientS (see e.g. Freudenthal 1973; _Greeno 1976;

Kieren 1976; Noelting 1980a, 1980,b; Payne 1976; .Pidget &

Inhelder 1952);

There is little knowledge baSed on both theoretical stUdide _and

experimental measurements as to how the contents outlined aboVe

interconnect in the mdnd of the individual at any given point of

tithe. FrOft the point Of_view of mathematical_ theory and of

rational task analysis, these contants are_ related,_ and their

interrelationships ars examined briefly in the following SeCtion

(for the idea of rational task analysis, see Resnick 1976).

THEORETICAL INTERRELATIONSHIPS

Of central importance in this study is the arithmetic Of natUral

numbers and the way it relates to the concept of rational

numbar. The basic operations performed_with natural numbers are

atkiition and MUltiplication. In Peano's axiomatic system these

operations are explicitly related; The multiplication operation

is _defined as a recursive addition operation as follows: m

(n+1)=m.n+m, where n4.1 re:fers to n's successor n. Addition for

its part is defined as a recurgive operation using the idea of a

natural number's successor: ram = (m+n)+1 (for a mord detailed

exposition, see e.g; Landau 1960).24
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Peano's system gives prominence to the "holistic" nature or

Aatural numbers and their connection with_counting actiVity, -of

Whose essential features it can be considered an abstraction

(cf. Brainerd 1979; Keranto 1981); It is consistent with this to

trace the process of learning to multiply natural numbers to the

naming of number listing and addition. In this study nUMber

llsting skills are represented by "lixting from a certain number

by_ a certain number and/or tn certain intervals" (see Keranto

1983a, 19831)./n fact fron the point of view of rational task

analysis there L reason to assume that the most demanding

listing skills concerned eve on the level of eiementary menta1

multiplication tasks. This point wilI be taken up later when

strategies used in solving multiplication and division tasks are

examined.

The other way to se,!: to define natural numbers is based on the

idea of bijective fUnction. NatUral numbers are defined as

finite cardinal numbers whiCh are equivalence classes of sets of

equal power. In this way the operation ot adding and multiplYing

natural numbers comes to be defined thus: let a=card(A) And

b=card(B); a+br=card(AUB) where Al1B4Y and a.b:=Card(AkB).

Thus in the cardinal approach addition and multiplication are

not explicitly bound to eaah other as in Peano's ordinal system.

For the multiplication operation is defined as the power of the

product set. Mbreover the cardinal approaCh views numbers as

individual_ entities: in other words _it is an "atomistic"

approaCh in contrast to the "holistic" char
;_

acter of Peano s

system (cf. Brainerd 1979; Keret-Ito 1981);,

Piagetian Abiliti-- _

Piaget's theory of developmental psychology gives no direct

expression of how such things as conservation, classification

and certain relational_ judgments araconnected to the usual

contents of school mathematics teaching and the strategies

25
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applied to them; It has been one task of the longitudinal Study

to seek to explain how success/failure on tasks such as those

involving conservation; classification and transitive reasoning

relAte tO aud influence success in school arithmetic and

measurement tasks and the kinds of strategies uSed.

Oh a general level positive correlations have been observed

between Piagetian ability sum variables and arithmetical sum

variables; This does not, however, necessarily show anything

more than that Piagetian tasks may be "good" predictors of

arithtetia performance at a certain school level in the same way

intelligence tests are "goiod" predictors of success in

certain subjects (cf. Hiebert & Carpenter 1982). This kind of

"global" approach_does not give any clear indications as to how

Piagetian abilities relate to school mathematics and whether

training of these abilities has any influence on performance in

arithmetical tasks;

On the specific level certain types of arithmetical addition and

subtraction tasks logiOally require a grasp of conservation and

class inclusion; This is particularly the case with problems

where the addend_or minuend/subtrahend is the unknown quantity;

and With tasks relating to the comparison schema. In the case of

tasks relating to combine-and-change schemata, in which the part

or the start set & change are given; demands on logical

inference ability are not so great. This picture is supported by

correlations obtained in experimental measurements (see Hiebert

& Carpenter 1982; Keranto 1983a, 1983b). On the other hand; even

high correlations between Piagetian abilities and performance oft

Addition and subtraction tasks do not indicate whether Piagetian

abilities are necessary prerequisites Of arithmetic skills _and

of the acquisition and training of their associated strategies.

"All" they show is that the more demanding arithmetic tasks are

more closely connected with logical inference abilities than

mathematical tasks that can be solved by direct counting

algorithmS or routine counting. In fact, results suggest that

pupils may use considerably developed COUnting strategies, e.g.
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counting-on strategies, though they are non-tonserVers (Hiebert

et al. 1982; Keranto 1983a, 1983b, 1984).

For the purpose of the present study, it woad be itportant td

know how Piagetian abilities are connected with oridinary school

MUltiplication and division tasks. This is here examined from

the theoretical point of View. As I have observed in my previous

studies, Piaget and the Geneva school in general have focussed

their attention from the outset on prenumerical functions and

their internalisation as "mental" operations. Multiplication and

division operations in the development and training of the

concept of number form no exception; The researdh sample iS

doininated by the cardinal_ view of number based on one-one

correspondence. Counting and the search for the significance of

number words are of secondary importance. Consequently, for

Piaget multiplication Ls_ bound up with the understanding of

tatiple correspondences (see Keranto 1979; Inhelder & Piaget

1938; Piaget 1952). On the operational level the child should be

able to generalise N+N as the multiplication 2a; N+N+N as .3XN

etc. In addition, _if it is known that a b=c, then the child

should be able to understand on the operational level that a=c:b

and .its inverse. In other words, as in the case of addition

operations, Piaget requires the understanding Of inverse

relation for_multiplying operations, too. A typically Piagetian

expert:Merit designed to define the developmental level of the

multiplication operation revealS one further notable feature.

Piaget seeks to link the understanding of multiplication With

partitive division and moreover to a specific one-one

correspondence strategy. In other words the strategy hinted at

is "one for me, one for you, one fOr her etc." This experiment

is examined below (cf. also Keranto 1979; Piaget 1952; 203=220).

There are bunches Of 10 flowers (e.g. 5 bundhes) and 10 flower

vases. The child places the flowers from one bunch into the

vases (one in each) then transfers them tO a jug, then does the

same with the second bundh; At this point the question is posed:

if the flowers in the jug are put back into the flower vases,
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how many flowers Will there be ih each? The same procedures and

questions are repeated with the remaining flower bunches. If the

child is able to infer the multiple correspondences 2 and 1, 3

and 1, 4 and 10 5 and 1, then according to Piaget this is an

indication of the understanding of multiple relation on the

operational level; It should be noted that logically the above

process is connected with conservation and transitive judgement.

For looking_at it logically the child must think of the number

of flowers in the group as the same regardless of its spatial

form. In addition, hy means of putting the flowetz into the

vases (observed/conarete one-one correspondence) the

quantitative equivalence of the flower bunches is establiShed by

transitive reasoning. It is not nurprising; therefore, that

Piaget links the operational developmental level of

multiplication and division ideas with the developmental level

of conservation and transitive reasoning.

For the purposes of the experimental section of this study the

above experimental design was developed in the direction Of a

standard measure in such a way that When difficulties arose

during the performance process, the conservation and transitive

judgments involved in the process could be checked by means of

standard questions (see Appendix 2).

,Countircg Strategies Relating to Multiplication-and

Division Skille

The multiplication and'division tasks in the experimental sec-

tion of this study are in mathematical structure of the types

q.d=x, qoma and x.d=a. Further, the study does not restrict

iteelf to partitive division situations for division tasks, but

seeks also to investigate measurement divisions carried out with

corresponding numbers. In a partitive division situation, the

number of the part sets into which the basic set ie td be

divided is given. In measurement division, it is the number of

objects in the part set Which is given. The task is to
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determine the number of sub-sets (see Appendix 1: partitive

diviSioh taSkS PAM and measurement division tasks MEAD); There

is no experimental evidence as to what kinds of solution strate-

gies Children use on the multiplication and division taSkS

concerned. The inVeStigatiOn of this.is one of the Main goals of

thiS study (see Section 2: Theoretical interrelationships)

Here the question is considered from the theoretical point of

view.

On the basis of the previous studies concerning addition and

subtraction strategies_it can be assumed that children mak _dee

the following_ strategieS in internalising and abbreviating

operatiow on the multiplication type m.ntx (cf. Keranto 1983a;

1983b, 1984):

1. Long Ottoessest The Child takes the required number of

part groups (times) containing the number of members indi-

cated by the multiplicand and counts the members of the

whole group One bY One; e.g. 35=?: 1,-5,1,-5,1,-5:

1,-15-5. 15

2i Abbreviated processes: the child makes use of now better

developed number-listing skills and iS able tO do the tabk

mentallk; e.g. 3i5=?: 5,10,15 be 500;11;1203;14,15--> 15

3. Knowledge or derived knowledge: the -answer comes

off the Shelf" (t26): it emerges from the Child's explana-

tions whether answers to previous tasks have been made use

of (derived knowledge)

What theti Are the poisSible counting strategies relating to

division skills? Since counting strategies relating to

measurement and partitive division situations are different to

some extent; they are here treated separately to start with.

First; the measurement division strategies:_
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1. Long processes: the child takes the number of objects

to be diVided and groups them into sub-sets of the size

indicated by the divisor and finally counts the nUMber of

sub-sets; e.g. x.5=15: 1,...,5;1,...,5;1,...,51,2,3 -->3

2. Abbreviated processes: the ohild_makes use of now better

developed number-listing'skills and is able to do the taSk

mentally; e.g. x.5=15; 5 is 1., 10 is 2., 15 is 3; -->3

3. Knowledge or derived knowledge: the answer is taken

"off the Shelf" (t<2s); it emerges from the child's explana-

tions whether use has been made of the inverse relation of

multiplication and division either in connection with pre-

vious teSkS or Multiplication tables; e.g. the answer to the

task x.5=15 is 3, because 3.5t15, or because "I just did the

'same' sum.".

Finally, the partitive division strategies are as follows:

1. Long processes: the child uses syztematic "one-one sys-

tems" (cf. Piaget) or a "try and see" strategy; e.g. 5.x=15;

One POP the firSt,...one for the fifth,_a second for the

first... a second for the fifth, three for the first...

three for the fifth -->3; or using the "try and see" strat-

egy starts with the 5-member groups, in which case the whole

set divides out equally but there is not the appropriate

number of sUb-sets; continues with 4-member groups, leading

to unequal division; then continues with 3member groupsi

which yields 5 eqUal part-sets-->3

2. Abbreviated processes: the child uses now more developed

number-listing skills linked to a "try and see" strategy;

e.g. 5.x=15; 5, 10, 15 or the reverse, and notices that

there is not the appropriate number Of parts; then tries

with 4, 8, 12; 16 and notices it does not work; then trieS

in intervals of 3 and so finds that 3 is the answer;
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3; Knowledge or deriVed knowledge (see the corresponding

level for measurement division).

As can be seen from the above, the strategies used on measure-

ment and partitive division situations at levels 1 and 2 differ

to some extent. In fact with measurement division what the

number of sub-sets should be is given. Presumably as a result of

this, the tasks in question can be solved on the concrete opera-

tional level without any strain on the memory In addition, the

trial and error procedure is presumably easy to eliminate. For
it is known at the outset how to begin grouping or from which

number to begin listing and by how many. In the case of parti-

tive division the situation is different when the subject does
not know or cannot use a systematic one-one strategy. While

using the "try and see" strategy, he has to retain in memory the

number of sub-sets. This constitutes an additional load on
memory as compared with the measurement division situation. At
present there is no knowledge of what role the individual's

memory capacity plays in such division tasks. This question is

investigated in this study through the development of a memory

capacity measure IPC related specifiAlly to division situations

(see Appendix 4). In the test in quesi:ion the subject has to

group a set of 15 objects into sub-sets of 3 while at the same

time retaining in memory a certain number of orally given number

words. From the previous studies there are grounds to assume

that memory capacity measured in this way should correlate

particularly with performance on multiplication and division

tasks (on the content-specific nature of memory capacity, see

Keranto 1983a, 1983b).

The foregoing analysis suggests that number-listing skills in

particular are closely connected with multiplication and

'division skills and strategies. It is to be assumed that this

Tall be observable in the experimental section of this study in

the form of a high correlation between number-listing skills and

multiplication and division skills. In addition it can be

.; 31
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assuted that Piagetian abilities will not show a marked

correlatiOn with multiplication and division skills. As pointed

out above, Piaget's experimental designs are suggestive of a

certain specific strategy (the "one-one" structure) and of

partitive diviSion.

From Natural NUmbers to Rational NUmbers

Addition and multiplication with natural numbers are central

counting operations. In other words the results of adding or

multiplying two natural numbers is always_ a natural number. The

situation is different as regards the inverse of these

operations, subtraction and division. This means that using the

set of known natural numbers it is not always possible to solve

the equations mx=n and m n=x where mineN.

For "uninhibited" sperfOrmance of mathematical operations,

therefore, the range of numbers needs to be expanded. The

expansion of set N to a set of whole numbers Z is initially

carried out in such a way that the solution of the equation

m+x=n is also possible in cases where n<m. For the set of

ordered pairs (m,n) e NxN an equivalence relation is defined

whiCh divides the product set into the_equivalence classes we

refer to as whole numbers. Thereafter Multiplication and

division and orezr are determined for the set of "numbers" in

question in suCh a way that the basic properties of natural

numbers are "preserved" in set Z, too. In fact it is easy to

demonstrate that the set of non-negative whole numbers and the

set of natUral numbers are identical; In other words the set of

natural numbers and the set of non-negative whole numbers are

describable as unequivocal inversions of each other such that

addition and MUltiplidatiOn and ordering are preserved (for

fUrther details see e.g. Pehkonen 1978,137-175).

The set of whole numbers Z is Still deficient, however, in that

it does not always allow a solution Of the Other collation m x=n

where tn,n6Z. The set Z is therefore enlarged into the set Q of

rational numbers, Where the equation is always soluble provided
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that fl#O The expansion is carried out here too hy means of an

equivalence relation. An equivalence relation is defined_for the

set zxz which divides the members-of this set into eqUiVelence

classes_known_in mathematics as rational numbers. For the set of

rational numbers obtained, addition and multiplication and

ordering are then defined in such a way_that theproperties__ Of

natural_ numbers are preserved. In fact it can be shown that

rtioal hUmbers of the form (m,l) are isomorphous with whole

numbers, in other words (mil) and m are equivalent where m14Z.

Finally this leads to the familiar result that ratibnal nuMbers

can _be .expressedas a quotient of too whole numbers, i.e.

(m,n)r.ann, where n*O.

In the elementary school syllabus, an algebraic approach tO the

ekpansion of the number range described above is to be observed;

As early as the fburth grade, the concept, reading and writing

of whole numbers, as weII as their ordering by size and compar-

ison, is dealt with (see Kouldhallitus 1982). But it is

a180 tO be noticed that the teaching of rational numbers is

belun on the third grade with the teaching of the concept being

based on the idea of fractions. Also introduced is the

expression of rational numbers as decitals. On these baSeS it is

then 66dght to deepen and broaden the concepts of whole numbers

aftd positive rational numbers in parallel and separately from

each other; It may well be asked, as Lein° with good reason haa

done, how desirable it is to adopt Whole numbers in elementary

SChbol tathematics teaching from the point of view of both

learning and of needs (see Lein° 1977i75-78). Unfortunately the

situation at the moment is sudh that there is no knowledge baSed

on detailed empirical researbh of how pupils underntand whole

nUtbers and of what conscious processes and other factors the

learning of finite numbers demands. This would be an important

and interesting area for research, but is not taken up ahy

further in thie Stddy. Instead the focus Of attention in the

present study is on how lnd at what stage pupils acquire the

ideas of fractions and ratios involved in the concept of

rational number and how this connects with the contents
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investigated in the earlier stages of the longitudinal study.

Rational Numbers as Rations, Fractions, and Quotients

The learning and teaching Of rational blithers inVolves several

interpretations in 'which different COnaciOUS and pedagOgical

structures and strategies are emphasized (for the different

interpretations Of rational number, see Kieren 1976). Of central

tmportance in this study are the kindS of learning and teaching

situations OhiCh emphasize the interpretatiOd and Ude Of
rational numbers as fractions and-ratios. Also of interest are
the "precomparative" judgementS involved in division situations

with discrete object sets. These may be related Vid partitive

division processes to the idea of rational nUMber Wart Cloadly

connected tO continuous models. By comparative judgements here

is meant the comparison betWeen the relative sizes of two

ratios in quantitative contexts; Mbre precisely, the foCUS Of

interest here _are those situations where the pupil baS tO be

able to decide Whether the relational parts of certain

fraction, ratio or partitive diViSion contents are equivalent

or not._ The intention is thus to investigate hOW the Condept of

rational number develops and what stages and associated solution

strategies are involVed in the process.

Rational NUmbers-as Rntios

The mental: development of the idea of ratid and propOrtion has

been investigated in various mental contexts; Piaget's stddie6

in parti.kiler have been pioneering (probability and chance /

Piaget & InheIder 1951; geometrical UnifOrMity / Piaget et al

1960; certain physical laws; speed and time / Inhelder & Piaget

1958, Piaget 1970, 1971). Karplus and Peterson; and later Nhel=

tihg, haVe tried to develop_Piaget's Iine of research in such a

way that it tight be possible to present the levels of opera-
tional thought by means Of execUtive strategies (KarpIus &

Peterson 1970; NoeIting 1980a,1980b); GiVen the line of research
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and the experimental aims of the present longitudinal Study,
.Noelting's experimental designs and researdh angle are of pae=
ticular note. Indeed,

Ndelting_saems to have developed_ a measure
of the concept of ratid tittMber by means of whiCh the mental
level of the Concept of ratio in situations

involving cOMpariaon
can_be reliably Meaadred. The following table_gives a condensed
picture of Noeltines experimental design, With A typical task
and deacription for each level.

TABLE 1. Developmental Le-reit or the Concept of Ratio

P.ccording to Noetting (df". Noelting 1980a:231)

Stage Level Age1) Typical task2) Deteription

IA Preoper- 3;6 ggigaimm ammo CoMPariion of
atiónal 4:1 vs. 1:4 firet term

TB rotative
6'4 tibb 11110000172 Same firat terms

opera- 1:2 vs. 1:5 comparison of
tions

second termS
level

IC 70
111 mg00 0 IUD Inverse

3:4 ve. 2:1 proportion

ILA Concrete 8:1 II 1:3 _UDC Rr.tio 1:1

operations 1:1 vs. 2:2 equivalence

class

IMM UMW_
IIB 10;5000 1300001=1 "Whatever ratio"

2:3 vs. 4:6 equivalence class

IIIA Formal 12, II mg Ratios where One
opera- MOO CI CICI CI CI or the corres-
tions 1:3 vs. 2:5 ponding terms it
level

a multiple of

the other

Ma 11116111111111

15000000C101:300[7=30"Whatever ratio"
3:5 vS. 5:8

1 Age = age where 50 % of the age rano su..-seed
2 a = orange

= water

);
35
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The basic question poSed id this experiment is: which mu'tt4re

tastes sweeter (Or theiPe of orange), or do both mixtures 040
the same (of; Appendices 3 and 5)

Ncelting distinguishes two main types of solution strategy. V° 100

used on this task. Where the subject operates on the nprIner

state" of each mixture (juice vs. water) and bases his judgelNI

on the products he obtains (in certain cases on the ress40 Of

division), Noelting talks of a "within strategy". Foy instONet

on the IC stage task 3:4 vs. 2:1 the subject may say that rottlio

one is weak and this one is juicy, so this one (a:4) 10

sweeter"; on the stage IIA task 1:1 vs. 2:2 the subject mai sof

that "this one is just right, and so is this one, so thq r0

just as sweet" (these examples are taken from interviews °Ow"

ducted during the experiments in the present study). Cln kyle

stage IIIA task 1:3 vs. 2:5 the subject may work out how 141010

water there is to one part juice and come to the figures 3

2 1/2; therefore ;he 1:3 mixtune is weaker and the 2:5 Rotyre

sweeter. On this basis It can be observed that the within 4.00W

egy is related to and leads to the understanding of perot0t4g0

numg ars. The other main type of strategy is the between str10151

and relates and leads to common denominator algorithms, .a4

following example w117 show. Using the between strategy 41 V

stage IIIA task 13 vs. 2:5, the starting point or focal 900'0

is the "lower" inner state 1:3. This is worked on (e.g. oVIINfd

ted to higher terms) so that the quantities of juice are 01.10%

"There should now be six glasses of water to two o: juice. iNce

there are five glasses of water in this one, this (2:5) tO vse

sweeter mixture."

Noelting's theoretical and ftpirioal results strongly et0:80

that the SySted deSeribed above Corms a hierarchy (Table

Indeed the basic idea is that the strategies at each s,50

contain the essential features of the strategies of the preLOO

stage.; For the pupil to advande frdrii One stage to anot4Pn

qualitative change hAS tO happen in the ntrategies used; IVOQur'

ding to Noelting, the remark "Now I get it!" signals tha.
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pupil has made the appropriate modifications to his executive

strategies (cf. learning with understanding / Ausubel 1963;

equilibrium / Beth & Piaget 1966; adaptive restructuring /

Nbelting 1980b). As can be seen in Table 1, stage IA tasks are

solved via comparison between the first terms (between strate-

gy). This operation is included in the stage IB strategy, in

WhiCh by means of the between strategy the first terms are found

to be the same and the second terms different. To solve stage IC

tasks it is not sufficient to_ooncentrate on one_ "between"

relationship at a tiMet there also has to be an examination of

the "within" relationships. To solve stage IIA tasks the child

should understand that these tasks are solved either by means of

the within strategy ot; by means of between strategy. At Stage

I'S' MUltiplication and/or division operations become necessary;

The solution of stage IIIA tasks requires for the first time a

synthesis of two_operational systems. The pupil has actually to

be able to deMbine MUltiplidation and additiOn operations 4ith

each other. Since at stages IIIA and IIIB the products of cer-

tain operations are subject to further operations, it is now_a

question of operations on oparations or forMal operations (cf.

e.g. Beth & Piaget 1966).

The above analysis leads to the logical conclusion that

multiplication and division skills become really necessary on

taeks at the IIB stage; The experimental measurements in the

present study were carried out on second graders ranging in age

between 8 and 9. According to the age estimates presented by

NOelting, most Of the pupils in questiOn tight be expelted tO be

at stages IC and IIA. Thus it is to be expected that the stages

measured on the ratio test will not be particularly related to

the multiplication and division skills and their associated

counting strategies examined in the present study.
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Rational Numbers as Fractions and Quotients

When we seek to answer the question "How great a part?" or "What

.part of the Whole?" we are dealing with the fraction interpreta=

tion of rational numbers; This interpretation dentreS On the

division of a certain whole into parts of equal size and the

SiMUltaneous observation of the quantitative relationship of the

parts thus formed and the original whole; We also speak of

fractions of a whole and write these as a/b. Here b is known AS

the denominator and indicates the number of equal parts into

whiCh the whole has been divided, and a as the numerator, show-

tng bow many equal parts are observed. As is apparent fr6M What

was said in the previous section, on the more demanding ratio

nUMber tasks pupils may make use of e fraction symbolics they

have learned. It other wordt the ratio may be expressed as a/b,

but this is fundamentally a question of the quantitative dot=

parison of two parts of the whole. If for instance we have 4

parte jUice and 6 parts water, then the quantity of juicer is

4/10 or 2/5 of the Mixture, and the qUantity of water

correspondingly 6/10 or 3/5; But the ratio of juice to water dat

also be expressed using the fraction syya-zi sysm as 4/6 or

2/3, bUt this must be read as "four to six". This suggests,

then; that the teadhing of the symbolic expression involved in

the concept of rational number should begin with fradtiOn inter.;

pretations and the symbolics learnt can then be employed in the

teaching and learning of more demanding ratio number tasks.

(This proposal is in keeping with the elementary Schobl Mathe-

matics syllabus; KoulUhallitus 1982);

The problem is at What stage to teach fractions and to what

observational models to Use from the pant Of view Of fraction

interpretations; Both surface models and Set MOdels Mite been

used in sdhool mathematics.. Instructional research carried out

ha:a ShoWn surface models to be clearly superior in the teaching

of tasks involving the addition or sUbtradtion of fractions of a

different denominator and verbal ratio problems:. Surfade ma-dela
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also led to better results on tasks involving part-part and

part-whole comparisons (Greeno 1976; Payne 1976). These results

suggest that it is more difficat for pupils to perceive part-

whole relationships when models involving discrete sets of ob-

jects are used; It would appear that set_models are closely

related to the idea of ratio number dkaMined above where compar-

ison Amuses on the relationship between parts. In addition,

the results indicate that the idea of equivalent 'fraction

numbers'_ is learnt more easily with the help of surface models.

The eqUivalence of the 'fraction nUmbers' 1/2 and 2/4 can be

observed in a very concrete way with the help of 'rectangular'

or 'round' modelsi where the size of the units to be compared

remains constant (cf. Greeno; Leino 1977)77; App. 3 and 6). With

the set theory approadh the situation is different. For the

Change bin the denomdnator entails a change bin the number of

mgmbers in the set; The quantitative invariance of the unitS to

be compared is thus lost. The consequences are evident in the

resUlts obtained in instructional research;

The above observations indicate that the learning of the concept

of rational number is at first tied to certain models and inter-

pretations. It is apparently only after a long process of teach-

ing and learning that the pupil is able to switch freely between

models and interpretations. This is an area which the present

study also seeks to survey empirically. In connection with the

fraction interpretation a"cake" model is used. The pupil has to

compare certain fractions (portions) of equal-sized cakes and

decide if there is more to eat in one than the other or the same

amount. The fractions in question are chosen to correspond with

the number ratios in Noelting's experiment (see App. 3). For

instance, Noelting's task ratios 1:2 vs. 2:4 were taken -as

corresponding to the fractions 1/3 and 2/6 in the cake test (see

App. 5 and 6). On the basis of the theoretical observations

above, it can be assumed that there will not be a marked corre-

lation between the ratio and fraction tests at the second-gra-

ders' level.
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The above does not say anything directly about how the fraction

concept develops and at what stage its fundamentals dould be

taught to pupils. Both Piaget's research and studies carried out

in the U.S. suggest that second-graders ought generally to be

ready to learn the basics of fractions and the associated sym,

bolics (Payne 1976; Piaget et al. 1960). This essentially con=

cerns surface models, where division is into two, three or four

equal parts. It is a different matter at What stage the pupil

understands the idea of equivalent fractions and can apply thie

knowledge in the addition and subtraction of fractions with

different denominators. Empirical research is needed to throw

light on this. Sitilarly research is needed into the question of

what mental schemes and strategies are required for the pupil to

be able to understand the fraction a/b as a quotient a:b of the

meters a and b. Instructional_research is also_ needed to find

out how best to teadh this relationship betwnen the fraction a/b

and the quotient a:b.

Touching on this question, the present study investigates ex-

perimentally the proportional reasoning of second-graders in

partitive division situations. As in the "juice" and "cake"

tests, so in the "chocolate" test the pupil has to divide it to

different proportions. The pupil has actually to be able to

decide which of two groups gets most pieces of chocolate or if

they get the same amount (see App. 4 and 7). The difference

between this and the previous tests is that in this case the

tasks can be solved fairly easily using multiplication and

division strategies. Thus it can be assumed that the chocolate

test will correlate more significantly with multiplication and

division skills than will the juice and cake tests. It is the

task of the next stage of the research programme to investigate

how multiplication and division skills are connected with the

ability to extract oat a part of a number or quantity. In this

way it will be possible to seek an answer to the question of how

the pupil discovers the connection between the fraction a/b and

the quotient a:b.

4 0
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EMPIRICAL INTERRELATIONSHIPS

The main tasks of the exPeriMental part of this study are

presented in the form of questions as follows:

1; _What -kind_ of counting strategies are used by second-

gradérd in solving elementary multiplication and division

tasks and what are the ftequencies of sudh strategies?

2. How and to what ektent Are Piagatian abilities, memory

napanity and nuMber=listing skills related to multiplication

and division skills and to each other?

3. How and to What dictent dd mUltiplication and division

skills, and the number-Iisting skills (listing by certain

intervals) closely associated with theM, develop during the

second year of school?

_-

4; How and to what extent do tests mureasing proportional

reasoning involving ratio, fraction and_ partitiva_division

contents form hierardhies and correspond to each other?

5; How and to what extent are Piagetian abilities, _memory

capacity, number-listing skillaand multiplication and divi-

SiOn Skilld related to proportional reasoning with ratio,

fraCtion and partitive division mantents?

The questions posed above are examined with the help of fre-

quency _tables and correlatibil and regression analyses; T-tests

calcUlated are not reported here, since they did not provide any

additional information on these questions.

Method

Measurements for the third stage of the longitudinal study were

41
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taken out in individual interviews held during the period Sept;

9 - Nov. 18, 1983 at the training school of the University of

Tampere, Teacher Training College of HAMeenlinna. The subjects

were pupils beginning their second school year. Each pupil

(N=36) took part in four interviews, conducted by the author

himself. The first test studied number-listing skills and solu7

tibn processes on MUltiplication and division tAtkS. ThiS took

the pupil 30-40 minutes depending on the level of skills and

processes usedi and included a short break (see App. 1) The

second_test measured Piagetian abilities, and lasted 15-20 mi-

nutes (App. 2). The third interview was concerned With Charting

the understanding of ratios and fractions, and took 20=30 mi=

nutes (App. 3). The fourth interview measured memory capacity

and the idea of partitive divisioni again lasting 20=30_minutes

depending on the pupil's ability (App.4). MeaSurements fbr the

development of the mpre demanding number-listing skills and the

solution processes on the multiplication ahd division tasks were

perfoMed during the April 1984.

The Measures

The types of tasks used and the abbmviatiOns tbgether with

their explanations are outlined below. The test type abbrevi-

ations and number of items per test type are given in paren-

theses. The individUal taSks are set out in detail in Appendices

1-4.

pidgetlindbilitiest "Length Transitive inference" (LTR/D).

"Cardinal Transitive inference" (CTR/2), "Equivalence

Conservation" (EC/3). "Identity Length Conservation" (ILC/2).

"Multlplicative Correspondence" (MSP/3).

Of the above, CTR and MCP are new variables developed further

from Piaget's multiple correspondence tasks (cf. ?iaget 1952;

203-220). The other variables were also used in the earlier

studies (see Keranto 1981, 1983a, 1984). A brief examination of

42
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the mental development of these variables is given in connection

with the preaentatidn of eesults oft the first and third question.

Memory Capacity: "Information Processing Capacity" (IPC/15). The

task presentation and combinationA of hibbees used Lb this IPC

teasible tirded as' foe the ESP(S) measure in the earlier studies

(cf; Keranto 1983a,1983b,1984) except that now the pupil worked

with wooden blocksi The pupil was told the numbers_to_be remem-

beredo_Which he had to eepeat atetight away. Then the blocks (15

in random array) had to be grouped into threes. When the group-

ing was complete, the pupil had to announce the numbers remem-

bered. It was the intention that the IPC tasks should correspond

in Content as fap as possible with the functional processing

used on content division tasks;

Numben-lidtin0;:AdUULa:- "CdUnt UP frOm x BY lq" (UPBY/4), "Count

DOWN ft-om y BY EN" (D(BY/4). "Count UP from x BY the SAME

number RIP (SABY/6). The task types were the same as the more

demanding of those used in the two earlier stages of the longi-

tudinal atudy (of. Kerantd 19831,1983b,1984); One new task was

"continue in intervals of six: 6,12..." (SABY/6);

MUltiplication skills: "Multiplication" (MULTI/5). The teSt

involved elementary verbal taskt of the type m n=x, selected to

fall in the 1-20 number range and using the school text book as

an aid ("ecological validity");

Division sk11134 1Measurement division" (!AD/6), "Partitive

division" (PARD/6). Content and partitive division tasks were

chosen in such a way as to correspond as well as possible with

the multiplication tasks and with each other both contextually

and numerically.

Understanding of basics involved in the rational number concept:
_

'Proportional reasoning in RATIO-content" (RATIO/19),

"Proportional reaSdning in_FRACTION=-Conteht" (FRACT/19), and

wPeoportional reasoning in PARTITION-content" (PART/15).
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Proportional reasoning in connection with the concept of ratio

was tested by means of Noelting's "Nice" teSt (NOelting 1980a;

1980b). The test involves the pupil comparing the sweetness of

Mixtures poured into two jugs. For eadh task there was a
pictorial representation shoWing the quantities of juice and

water to be poured into the jugs (see App. 5). Proportional

reasoning involved in the fraction interpretation was investi-

gated by means of the_ncake" test. The fractions involved were

chosen to correspond with the ratios in the juice test. Thus the

numbers used were made "constants". Proportional reasoning in

partitive division was investigated by means of the "chocolate"

tett. AS With the juice and cake tests, here too the pupil was

able tO uSe pictbrial aids (see App. 6 and 7).

For _Piagettnn ahfuttpq and tne_m+cess_involved-itt-Widettiande

the scoring was as follows: LTR and MR: 0 for failure; 1 'fbi"

succeSs an task but inadequate reasoning; 2 for success and

correct reasoning; EC: 0 for correspondence not "conserved"; 1

for "conservation" but unsatisfactory reasoning; 2 for an expla-

nation based on reversibility; compensation; numbers or non

addition/non-subtraction; "Lc and ELC: 0 for an immediate

"wrong" answer of "shorter" but inability tO explain_why, 1 for

the_ right answer without sufficient explanation or for an even-

tual wrong answer but evident understanding of compensation, 2

for a correct and well-reasoned answer "it's not cut"; "you can

straighten it again" etc.; MCP: 0 for lack tif Underdtanding, 1

for the right answer but no or insufficient explanation, 2 for a

well-reasoned answer.

Memory capacity scoring was_dichotemous-as-followsr 0 ftit, pet.=

formance inadequate in some respect (incorrect grouping, numbers

given needed repeating, numbers remembered in the wrong order;

one of the numbers forgotten during grouping), 1 for completely

satisfactory performance.

4 4
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Number=liatimg skiL14-0:Tore-soored-on a trichotomous_zxmle: UPBY

and DOBY: 0 for failure, 1 for success using finger counting, 2

for correct solution arrived at mentally (for more detail on

memory strategies, see Keranto 1983A,1983b, 1984); BABY: 0 for

inability to manage two "steps", 1 for success in handling two

or more "steps" by listing the intervening numbers, 2 for suc-

cessfully completing tun or more "steps" without number-listing.

MUltiplibatieh seoring_again_invoIved the performance

process-and the strategies observed: 0 for failure even with the

help of blocks or fingers; _1 fora solution process baSdd on

concrete aidS, Wit:re the pupil takes from the box the required

riumber of sUb-groups of a certain size and finally counts the

number of objects in'the whole group (long_processing); _2 for

mental strateelels based on the more demanding nUMber listing

SkillS mentioned above, e.g. on the task 5 211 counting

2i4;6;800i or 2,4,6,8,9,10 giving the answer 10; 3 for a

promptly given answer _based an knowledge_ or deriVed knoWIedge

(e.g. noticing the relationship between the different tasks;

solutiOn time < 2s).

Division skills scoring corresponded to-thatused en thulti

plieation skills: MEAD and PARD: 0 for failure even using blocks

or fiegerS; 1 fer success using concrete aids: on MEAD tasks the

pupil groups directly into sub-groups of the number indicated by

the divisor and finally counts the number of sub-groUpd; oh PARD

tasks the sitUatien is more problematic. If the pupil uses a

"try and dheek" strategy, he has to bear in mind the Whole time

that the division has to work out evenly and that-the number of

groups must be that indicated by the divisor; if he USeS the

"one at a title for each" strategy (Cf. MCP tasks) the situation

is easier as regards memory capacity; 2 for performance based on

mental processing using addition/subtraction/number-listing

skills; 3 for a prompt answer based on knowledge dr deriVed

knowledge ( .g. noticing the connection with the multiplication

taSkS).
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Unders - - the rational number-ooncept

the scoring here was: RATIO: 0 for failure or an answer based on

guessing; 1 for competent performance, which was based mainly on

"within" or "between" strategies. Using the "within" strategy

the pupil examines the "internal" proportions of the water and

juice to be mixed in the jug and then compares these propor-

tions; e.g. 2:2 and 3:3 are both "just right", in other words

equally sweet. With the "between" strategy the relation between

the parts of water or juice are compared with either the water

or the juice as constant; e.g. in the case of 1:3 and 2:5 the

pupil may make the juice the constant such that 2:6 = 1:3 and

then compare the ratioa 2:6 and 2:5. The right and wrong strate-

gies used by the pupils will not be examined in any greater

detail in this study, but will be the concern of a later stage

of the study.

FRACT: 0 for inability to do the task mentally or fOr an answer

based an guessing or, where pictures were used, on a direct

visual comparison; 1 for the right answer and adequate reason-

ing. As can be seen from Appendix 3, a figure waa elwaya shown

after a mental attempt or performance. It so happened, hogever,

that the pictorial material used invited a direct visual compar-

ison (the required fractions of the cakes were ready shaded/cf.

school textbooks). For our purposes it would probably have been

better to use pictures without the shading, in other words such

as to require the pupil to seek and compare the portions to be

observed for himself (cf. aurmi, Reinikka & Tiira 1984). It is

for that reason that the scoring used was dichotomous and based

on correct/incorrect mental performance.

PART: 0 for an unsatisfactory guess or answer based on direct

visual observation; 1 for oompetent Mental p,Aefoetahde be

performance based on distribution of the figures ("dhocolate

berg"). PART tasks could have been scored trichotomously, but

this analysis was left nor the fUrther stages of the study.

4 6



Sum Variables

The following Sud Variablet Were fOrmed ia connection with

the abOve task types and scoring:

4
LTR= LL.TRj , crR- LCTR , TR= LTR+CTR EC=

1 1

3 15
bcP.

-S-

M./LTD. PLLTIi

40
MET= ja PAM= PARTi

FRACri
# 1,3;5,8

15

2
45c.c

39

-4 4
roBYi 1:0/121 jet SAW= C SABEL

1

ja P 41W0
A

i MUM= anmoi

The formation of the sum variables is supported not only hy

criteria of content but also by the correlation and hierarchy

analySeb of the items relating to the RATIO; FRACT and PART

variables shown in Appendix 9. The hierardhy analysis of the :PC

test is given in Appendix 10.

Results

Results Pertaining to the First Question and the

FreteneieSarid-Davelogmerit-ofFiagetian Abilities and Number-

An atteMpt to answer the first experimental question is made

using the following table; whidh shows the frequencies of

itrategies used on multiplication and division tasks.
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TABLE 2. Fi4eioiuencies of Strategies Involved in MUltiplica-

tiOn and DiViSiOn Skills (N=36). (In parentheses

belowi figures where technical errors are taken

into account.)

C4 sr 0 VO N Sr N M U 0 sr N rn r!"
tub OS 1.

m M CO AI 0 N in co co 0 0 CO

rn sr 0
24 4 .4

M ts.1Z Z Z
M m N M 00 0 0 A00000< < < a . = = =

ci < < < < <M M M M M

0

(3)

0 0 4 0

(6) (5)

0 0 0 0

(1)

0 0 0

(1)

0 4 1 2 2

(5)(4)(6)(3)

16 11 5 17 21 21 28 26 27.14 21 20 9 25 27 27 24
(13) (15X17) (26) (19) (24124123X23)

18 T7 23 14 12 7 7 5 5 10 4 8 0 6 4 5 3

(11)

2 8 8 1 3 8 1 5 4 12 11 8 27 1 4 2 7

failure

aiat

abbrev.
process

knowledge

On the basis of this table the folloWing observations can be

made:

1. The number of unsuccessful performances on multiplication and

diVision_tasks was very_small if we exclude technical errors due

to -GareleSne88. The inttande6 of failure on content division



tasks PARD3-6 were mainly due tO the use of an inclusion strate-

gy in the a:intent diVision situation. In addition there were two

failures on task PkRD3 due to the unsuccessful use of the "try

and check" strategy.

2; On the multiplication tasks MULTI1-3 the main strategy was

"abbreviated mental processes";_ i.e._ the pupil used the more

demanding number-listing skills in arriving at tht solution. On

taSkS MULTI4=5 A slight tendency becomes apparent to "shift" to

the use of concrete aids. In the case of division tasks; long

processes relying on concrete aids formed the main strategy. An

exception to this waS the content division task PARD2, which

froth the pant a View of the performance process proved in many

cases to be an addition task 5+5=10. The table does not directly

shoo how many of the children used a "one,one" strategy on the

long processes level on content division tasks; the number was

it fact between three and five. This result is parallel to those

in the.earlier studies; in which the formation of numerical

equivalence was one area of investigation; there, too, the bne=

one strategy was of a very low frequency (cf. Keranto 1981,

1983a)

3i Use of factual knowledge was; as expected; low in freqUendy.

DériVed knOWledge was used mainly on tasks MULTI2; MEAD6 and

PARD6; i.e on those tasks where the pupils were able to make

conscious use of the relationship and similarities between the

tasks. In other cases of factual knowledge, the answer was

"Sitply" known.

4. On the basis of the frequency distributions it od.i be

tentatively ObServed that only some tOltiplication and division

taSkS inVolVing a certain mathematical equation are closely

connected in the mind of the child; More detail of the highest

intercorrelations between items can be found in_Appendix 8, but

mention can be made here of the following: MEAD1, PARD1 (8:4=?)

(0.68***); MEAD2; PARD3 (12:4=?) (0.72***); MULTI1 (4 2), PARD1

(0.65***); MULTI5 (5 2); MEAD3 (10:2) (0.65***). Other

49
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correlations relating to tasks involving a certain mathemati

equation were below the 0.60 level (App. 8).

Before proceeding to results in the second main area

investigationi it wilt be helpful to elndne the tabIebe:::
showing the frequencies Of scores obtained on Piagetian tk

and number=liSting taSkS.

TABLE 3. Frequencies of Scores Based on the Performance

Process on Piagetian Tasks and Number-Listing Ta0X4

csg
C4 CC CA CC I Z
E- E- *. E. .

r4 .71 CI r...) C. C.
C.) C.) U 4 4 CI CI
C. 41 43 1i Z Z

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 7 7 8 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 4 4 3 4 4 14 12 14 14 16 14 14

I

34 34 34 34 32 31 33 32

,

32 16 17 15 14 19 21 21

rn

ea el
P.!

4 4W W

CM el et Csa el et
bt.0 00000000004 4 4 C. 0.0.0.0000W W w = = 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 5 9 1 18 0 0 1 6 2 4 8

0 14 23 21 7 16 11 13 12 13 10 12 13 13

36 22 8 5 28 2 25 23 23 17 24 20 21 15

inadequate
reasons

valid reaaen4

failure

aids/intervening
numbers used

done mentally

On the basis of Table 3, the following can be observed:

1; In the case of transitiVe reasoning and conservation ef

observed one-one correspondence nearly all the pupils 114(4

attained the level of valid explanation. A binomial teOt

indicated that a significant (p<.01) and highly significant
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(p'.001) deVele0Ment bad OCCUrred en tasks LTR1 and L1R3 within

the span Of A year (cf. Keranto 1983a; also see Keranto 1981,

1983b; Siegel 1958).

2. Cenadrlatien jUdgements relating to length were still clearly

at a developmental stage. A binomial test showed a significant

and fsirly_significant development on tasks ILC1 And ELC1 Within

the span of a year (Cf. Keranto 1983i).

3; Piagetian multiple correspondence tasks were perforMed

successfUlly from the point of view of accuracy_by almodt 100 %

of the pupils. Thid reedit is consistent with that obtained tn a

doctoral dissertation directed by the author (Toivonen &

Tuomi 1984).

Z. ACCUracy Of Oeeformanoe on number-listing by certain inter-

vals revealed the following scale of difficultv: SAB/1--SABY27-

SABY5-4SABY3--SABY4 SABY5. This oorresponds to the order db=

served in the_fall term of 1982, but differs froM the speitig

1983 Order With etspect of SABY3 and SABY4 (cf. Keranto

1983a;1983b). UPBY and DOBY frequencies are similar to those

obtained in spring 1983 (Keranto 1983b). In other words these

skills showed no noticeable improvement in the interVal betWeen

the spring and fall ditiaSOretTents 1983. This was also observed in

binomial tests; In the case of SABY skilIsi howeveri ic statis-

tically significant advance was seen to have oe'curred during the

same period in the ability to list numbers in intervalt of three

and fiVe (teekS SABY3 and SABY5).

-HO-Wits Pertaini-- tothe -Second _Question

The second question is elucidated with the help of the i,egrié.=

.sion models presented below which_ were derived _froth_ StepWied

seleetive regreSSion andlYada (the level of significance at

leaSt 5 % With both t-waiues And F values).

5 1
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The oorrelation matrix used Ln the regression analysis appears

in Appendik 10.

TABLE 14. Regmssion Mbdels of the MULTIMEAD and PARD

Variables, where_the Pred1ctor3 are Piagetiani

IPC and Number=Listing Steil Variables (4=36).

Coefficients are Values.

objedt predictors TR,EC,LCiMCP = PIA

,I=1111.....mmw.....4.01.
MULTI = 0.38 LC

MEAD = 0.38 MCP

PARD = 0.35 LC

predictors PIA,IPC,SABY,UPBY;DOBY

R (%)

14

14

12

MULTI t 0.60 SABY + 0.38 UPBY

MEAD t 0.49 SABY + 0;43 UPBY

PARD = 0.37 SOY + 0.34 DOBY

72

140

(SABY,UPBY,DOBY)=SEQ

predictors PIA,IPC,SEQ,MEAD,PARD

MULTI = 0.37 WAD + 0.38 SABI + 0.25 DOBY 77

predictors PIA,IPC,SEQ,MULTI,PARD

MEAD = 0.53 MULTI + 0.42 PARD 74

predictors PIA,IPC,SEQ,MULTI,MEAD

PARD = 0;76 MEAD. 58

The main pointzt to be observed from the above are:

1. The predictive power of Piagetian variables With ttorid to

multiplication and division variables is relatively loW: thiS iS

consistent with logical analysis.



2. Number-listing skills represented a highly significant pre-

dictor of the deviation of mUltiplicatiOn and diVidiOn vari=

ables; again this is oonsistent with logical analysis.

3. IPC could be omitted from the models: most of the pupils were

at the tilree-bit level.

4. The above results were in keeping with the explanatory models

presented in the two earlier stages of the longitudinal study

concerning the relative explanatory power of Piagetian variables

and number-Iisting skill variables as predictors of the variance

found with addition and subtraction variables, the best predic-

toes being nUMber-listing skill variables (Of. Keranto

1983a,1983b, 1984).

The figure below illustrates on the "macro-level" how Piagetian

variables relate to multiplication and division variables:

.--44; .36-....**-'.

ipc -75,-71 ,,-.71 -;68pia' C' pia,ipce-..s.iiP
PIAGE_T .38; .30-ipc;.08s;4

,S21.7-/`.._45;.38. pia' ipc" pia ,ipc ' sec'...
.18----se%

83;-;.7-8pi-ai!pipc; '77pia,ipc
;:itIPI.TI

FICRIRE 1. A Mbdel of Dependency Relationships of the Sum

Variables PIAGET, SEQ, MULTI and DIV, where

.pia, .ipc, .seq Indicate that the Variables

PIAGET, IPC, and S51 are Constants;

PIAGET=TR+EC+EC+LC*MCO; SEQ=SABY+DPBY+DOBY;

DIV=MEAD4-.PARD (N=36).
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The figure dhows that the connection of Piagetiah dbilitieS to

multiplication and division skills comes via number=listitig

skills. Another point is that making "IPC abilities" constant is

of little significance as regards the relationship of number-

listing skills with multiplication and diviSibn SkillS. It iS

also noticeable that multiplication and division skill8 are

Significantly correlated When the SEQ sum variable is the con-

Stant.

The results suggest that the use of Piagetian tasks logically

ealatibg to_multiplication and_division.skiIls in the training

of these skills is highly prOblematic. Although positive sta-

tistically significant correlations are ObSerVed betWeen

Piagetian variables and multiplication and division skills vari

ables; this does not necessarily mean that Piagetian abilities

are prerequisites fbr the solving Of the eldtentary MUltiplica-

tion and division tasks concerned. A similar indicatiOn iS giVen

by the results of a study on this particular question directed

by the author (TOivonen & %Ord 1984).

As_ regare,9 _the relationship between IPC abilities and multi-

plication and division_skills; _there is at least a fairly sig-

nificant correlation between the IPC_variable_and the MULTI and

MEAD variables; The reason that correlations did not turn out to

be any higher then this may well be that most children were

already on at least the three-bit leavell only four were on the

two-bit level; In other words most of the Children_were able to

retain threa numbers in memory while at the same title grouping

15 blocks randomly arranged into groups of three; Logically this

amount Of memory capacity ought to beisufficient for the infor-

mation required by MULTI; MEAD and PARD taSkS tO be retained in

memory during processing; This and the content=dependent oatoea

of the IPC measure are reflected in the results (cf. Keranto

1983a,1983b, 1984).
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Results_Pertaining to the Third Question

An answer to the question Of the extent tO Which MUltiplication

and division skills develop during the second year of school can

be presented with the help of the following tables:

TABLE 5. The Development of MUltiplication During the Second

School Year (N=36)

spring_1984

level a) b) 0)

a)

fan 1983 b)

c)

5 . ,
o 5

0 0 2

Binomial test

p<.001***

TABLE 6; The Development of Division During the Second

School Year (N=36)

level a) b)

spring 1984

a) c)

d) 1 6 *TT 6
I

Binotiel

fall 1984 b) 0 0 1 - test

c) 0 5 0 1 2 p<.001***

measurement

division

partitive

division

The tables show that during the second school year (pupils aged

8-9) there is a highly significant development in the direction

of mental processing in tatiplication and division skills

(p<0.001). In the case of multiplication; there appears to be a

clear development from level a) (long processes based on exter-

nal aids)_ via b) (abbreviated processes based on the more deman-

ding nUtber-listing skills) to level c) (knowledge or deriVed

knowledge). As regards division tasks; however; the typical

development of processes is more problematic and requires fur-

ther investigation.
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"Listing in -certain interVale skills develop as

the following stageSt

a) the child is unable to continue the number

b) the child lists the intervening numbers

silently;

c) the child is able NO liSt in Certain

listing the intervening numbers.

a rule through

sequehaet

th his mind,

intervals without

With reference to theee leVelS 6f skill and to performance on

the different listing tasks it was possible tO Chert the 3AV-els

of ability among the pupils as shown in the following figure:

c)

b)

a )

Task:

(10,20...) (5,10...) (2,4i6...) (3,6;) (48. (6,12...)

FIGURE 2. The Solution Profiles on "Listing in Certain

Intervals" Tasks, Measured in Spring 1984 (N=36)

This cross-sectional examination indicatee that "liSting in

certain intervals" skills develop In a certain Order; and indeed

in the longitudinal study as a whole it is evident that

individual deVeloping processes do follow this line of

development;
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The question of the hierarchical nature and intercorrespondences

of ratio, fraction and partitive division tests was examined

with the help of the scales used by Guttman (Guttman 1944;

Keranto 1983a, 68 -71),Table 7 shows the extent of hierarchy

in the RATIO testi lists the solution frequencies and gives a

description of the performance at each "level".

In the table the RATIO test can be seen to possess a complete

hierarchy in the full sense of the word. The recommended drite=

rion values would "Memely" be CR t 0;90, MMR < 0;80 and PPR >

0.70 (cf. Keranto 1983a; Noeiting 1980a; White & Saltz 1957); In

addition there is a clear decrease performance as we move fnam

the "intuitive level" taSks tO talks on the "low concrete opera-

tions level", and from there to the "high concrete operations

level" tasks. Tasks on the "formal operations level" were as

expected, too difficult for the second- grade pupils. The result

Obtained is consistent with thOse in Noelttmes experiments, and

the order of difficulty corresponds largely with the order

NoeIting has presented. Slight differences were observed within

each sub-level (cf. Noelting 1980a,228). Similar results were

obtained in another study carried out untie', the supervision of

'the author (Nurmi, Reinikka & Tiira 1984).

5 7
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TABLE 7. Order of Difficulty of Items in the RATIO Test and

ClabSification of Level (N=36); Hierarchy figures CR,

MMR and PPR

"Level" Item Combin. Freq.

Iow 2 41 1:4 36

intuitive 4 3:1 2:2 36

average

intuitive

high

3

5

1:1

21

1:2

3:3

36

35

intUitiVe 8 2:2 3:4 32

low concr. 6 1:1 2:2 20

operations 7 22 3:3 20

high concr. 9 1:2 2:4

operations 10 4:2 2:1

formal 11 2:3 1:2 1

operations 12 2:1 4:3 0

13 2:1 3:2

14 2:3 1:2 0

15 6:3 5:2 0

16 3:2 4:3 0

17 5:2 7:3 0

18 3:5 5:8 0

19 5:7 3:5 0

Description

succeeds bY

comparing first

or second terms

difference vs.

similarity

Equivalence class

1:1 "right"

"Whatever" eqUiv-

aIence class

one or other set

Of terms multiple

conversions

necessary -

operations on

operations

CR 1.00, MMR = 0.70 and PPR = 1.00

Combin. = combination; Freq; = solution frequeny
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The following table presents the mental solution frequencies on

the FRACT testi together with description of performande

processes and hierarchy values.

TABLE8. Order of Difficulty of Items in the FRACT Testi

"Level" and Description of Process; Hierarchy Values

CR, MMR and PR (N=36)

"Level" Item Combin; Freq. Description

intuitive 2 4/5 1/5 35 succeeds bok comparing

3/4 2/4 34 nUMber Of "eatables"

? ?

5 2/3 3/6 10? understands inverse

3 1/2 1/3 8 rel.of size & nOMber

concrete 6 1/2 2/4 8 comparison to half

operations 7 2/4 3/7 5 with mental picture

of parts

2/4 3/7 5

9 1/3 2/6 5 comparison to third,

10 4/6 2/3 5 mental picture

formal 11

operations ...

19 5/12 3/8

2/5 1/3 0 conversion skills

heeded

Items 2-10: CR = 0.91, MMR = 0.88, PPR = 0.40

Items 2,4,6,7,9,10: CR = 0.96, MMR = 0.88, PPR = 0.67

5 9
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Table 8 shows that there was clearly a leen weal-defined hier=

archy on the FRACT test than on the RATIC ';est. The extent of

hierardhy and intercorrespondence among_performances increases

if only items 2,4,6,7,9 and 10 aeé dOnaidered. The FRACT tasks

on the "formal operations level" werei as expected, altogether

too difficult, as on the RATIO testi In contrast with the RATIO

teat, the FRACT teat "hierardhyn was made somewhat problematic

by items 3, 5 and 8. Logically iteta 5 and 8 ehthild be solved

via comparison with a half. Thus item 5 should haie occupied a

plede after) not before, items 6 and 7 on the scale of difficul-

ty. Otherwise the scale of diffidUltY Obaerved seems to be what

wodld logically be expected;

From the point of view of rational task analysis, the RATIO and

FRACT tests h'ave only a partial hierardhidel correspondence

where the number correspondences used are atb & ctd vs. a/a + b

& c/c + d. The correlation between the RATIO and FRACT variables

of 0.45** suggests that in the mind of the second-grade pupil

the schemes involved in the underatanding of ratio and fractions

are not yet well co-ordinated. In other wrds the aUggestion is

that these contents are quite independent of each other without

ahdring any "umbre-la scheme" which would enable free movement

between mddels. Similar reaUlta Were obtained in connection with

the FRAa test in the study already referred t6 (Nurmi ét al.

1984).

The results in connection with the PART teat ere aimilerly

presented below with the help of Table 9:
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TABLE 9. Order of Difficulty on the PART_Test _and Description

of Perfortande

PR (N:36)

Levels. Hierarchy Values CRi MMR and

LeVel IteM Combin. Freq. Description

intuitive 2 15:3

MIIMIIOMMWM11=.11*11.
12:3 35 succeeds without

1-20 3 12:6 12:4 35 MUltiPlidation

and division

5 3E:4 32:4 34 calculations

20-100 6 42:7 497 34

25:5 20:5 33

concrete 8 9:3 83 24 mental

operations 7 4:2 6:3 23 calculations

--- needed

10 24:6 28:7 21 or use of

20-100 12 27:3 28:4 21 "chocolate bar"

9 16:4 18:6 20 models

13 486 405 20

14 35:7 32:8 19

15 45:9 42:7 18

11 30:5 36:6 17

CR=0.96. MMR = 0.76 and PPR = 0.86

Again the table shows high values for degree of hierarchy. The

order of difficulty for PART items can be considered "perfect".

The correlation§ of the PART sum variables with the RATIO and

FRACT variables were 0.37* and 0.47* respectively. This again

indicates their "independence" in the pupil's mind at this

stage. Results in the other study referred to (Nurmi et al 1984)

were similar.
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Results Pertaining to the Fifth_Question

On the question of how Piagetian abilities, memory capacity,

number-listing skills and multiplication and division skills

interrelate with proportional reasoning, the following seeka to

proVide an answer with the help of regression models and partial

correlation mOdeld (Sed alSob App. 11).

TABLE 10. The Regression Models of RATIO; FRACT and PARD.

Predictors PIAGET, IPC, SECI Variables and MULTI,

MEAD and PARD Variables (N=36)

------------------------------

object predictors TR, EC, LC, MCP t PIA R (%)

RATIO = no significant predictors

FRACT t 0;37 MCP 14

PART = 0.47 LC + 0;38 MCP 53

object = predictors BABY, UPBY, DOBY = SE@

RATIO = 0.34 SABY 12

FRACT 0.50 BABY 25

PARD

object

= 0.51 BABY

predictors MULTI, MEAD, PARD = MUL

26

RATIO t 0.47 MULTI 29

FRACT 0.51 MULTI 26

PART = 0.60 MULTI 36

objeCt = predictors PIA, IPC, SEQ, MUL

RATIO t 0.47 MULTI 22

FRACT = 0.51 MULTI 26

PART = 0.36 LC + 0;36 mULTI + 0;31 MCP 64

The best single predictor proved to be the MULTI variable re-

lating multiplication skills. It is logical that number-listing

variables and multiplicaticn and division variables best predict

proportional reasoning in the case of partitive division con-

tents (the PART variable); their predictive power in respect of

proportional reasoning is weakest in the case of ratio contents.

Piaget variables as predictors "behave" similarly. Nith the PART
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variable in particular, Piagetian variables were high pre-
dictors; It is worth noting that the Piagetian tasks in this

study relate logically to_multiplication and division skills and

not directly to ratio contents. This is empiriaally shown in the

fact that there were no significant predictors of the RATIO

variable among the Piagetian variables. It is a matter for

further research to show how and to what extent Piaget's tasks

measuring the understanding of probability relate to the RATIO

test; Logically these may be expected to show a close empirical

relationsh:lp_(see e.g. Chapman 1975, Falk et al. 1980, Piaget &
Irihelder 1951).

The above results are naturally enough reflected in and
complemented by the partial correlation model which follows.

.447.35piai.374c;.16seq.

FRAM

A8;.31pia;.42.

.19 -.00
seq' .51

pia
.43ipc

RnI0
N. .45;.39i)th;.48ipc

'34seq;' 7mui

pia_ 26jono

.42 ;.25
i

\- .0
pc seq 9mul

.13
mul

FIGURE 3. A Model of the Dependency Relationships of the Sum

Variables RATIO, FRACT, PART and DIV = MEAD + PARD;

Subscripts Indicate the Variables PIA, 1PC, SEQ
arid MULTI Taken as Constant.
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The first thing that is striking in the aboVe iS that the

relationship of division skills with proportional reasoning in

ratio, fraction and partitive division contents are explained

via the MULTI sum variable. Secondly, it is notable that some of

the relationships between RATIO variables and FRACT and PART

variables are explained via the PIAGET = TR + EC:4- LC + MCP sUM

isnoticeable that the intercorrelations

between the Variablea in the model are relatively little

affected by the IPC variable (of. App. 11).
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APPENDIX L Tests Used to Measure Number Listing Skills and

MUltiplication and Division Skills.

SABY1 Continue counting in tens: 10,20,...

SABY2 Continue counting in twos: 2,4,6,...

SABY3 Continue counting in threes: 3,6,...

SABY4 Continue counting in fours: 4,8,...

SABY5 Continue counbting in fives: 5,10,...

SABY6 Continue counting in sixes: 6,12,...

UPBY

Practice 1 Count up from 5 by 2 numbers: 6,7.

UPBY 1 and 2 Count up from 6 by 5 nuMbers; by 8 nutbers

UPBY 3 and 4 Count up from 14 by 5 numbers; by 8 numbers

DOBY°

Practice 2 Count down frod 7 by 2 nUtberS: 6,5

DOBY 1 and 2 ,Cbunt down from 9 by 5 numbers; by 8

DOBY 3 and 4 Count down from 14 by 5 numbers; by 8

On the folloWing taSks ammo counting blocks ara vailable

for use; pupilsare urged to make use of these if they cannot

solve the task ment2tly

On the multiplic,Itl.on tasks MULTI1-5 the blocks (20) are

randomly arranged in a bbx.

on the division tasks the blocks are laid out on the table in

the nunber indicated by the dividend.

1%: I'll There are 4 children. Each child picks 2 apples. How

m-u:j apples did they pick altogether?

4AE:1 You use 4 nuts to fix a wheel to a car How many tAleels

aan you fix to a car with 8 nuts?

TIEAD2 There are 12 winter tyres in the garage. i:ow nAny cars

can be fitted with winter tyres? 4 tyres go on one c7:.r.

6 9



PARD1 There are 8 strawberries. These are shared out equally

to 4 dhildren. How many does each child get?

MULT12 New tyres are bought for 3 cars. How many tyres are

needed altogether?

PARD2 There are 10 sweets. These are shared out equally

between 2 children; How many does each Child get?

PARD3 There are 12 apples. These are ehared out equally

between 4 dhildren. How many does eadh child get?

MEAD3 There are same hens in a hen-pen. Altopther they have

10 feet. How many hens are there altogether? Hens have two feet.

MULT13 There are 3 children. Each child collects 5 mushrooms.

Row many do they collect altogether?

MEAD 4 A hook is screwed to the wall with 3 screws. How many

hooks can be screwed to the wall with 12 screws?

PARD4 There are 12 sweets. These are shared out equally

between 3 children. How many does each child get?

MEAD5 A radiO needs 5 batteries. How many radios is 15

batteries enough for?

PARD5 There are 15 pictures. These are shared out equally

between 5 Children. How many does each child get?

MULTI4 There are 3 children. Each dhild buys 6 stamps. How many

do they buy altogether?

MEAD6 A torch takes 6 batteries. How many torches is 18

batteries enough for?

PARD6 There are 18 sweets. These are shared out equally
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between 3 children. How many does each child get?

MULTI5 There are 5 children. Each child picks 2 apples. HOW

many apples do they pick altogether?

APPENDIX a. The Piagetian Abilities Measure.

LTR1 Three (Cuisenaire) rods of equal length are used. The

child sees that A=8 and Ei=C; is then asked: Is A longer,

shorter, or the same le:nettles C? The child does nOt see A and C

at the same time.

LTR2 As for LTR1 except with (10-hl.ock) strings of UNIFIX

blocks.

A piece of wire is needed; abou% 20 am in length;

ILC1 If you bend this wir;; Ali it be shorter?

ILC2 The wire is bent thus:---r . Is the Wire nOW Shorter,

longer, or the same length?

In addition to the wire, a piece of string of the same length is

needed. The pupil may compare and see they are the same length.

ELC1 If one of these is bent, will it be shorter than the

other?

ELC2 Analogous with TLC2

10 paper cups are randomly arranged on the table; together with

one large glass jar and blue; white; yellow and red UNIFIX

blocks_in_random groups of 15._The child_is instructed to take

from the blue group one block for each cup. After thia the

superfluous blacks are removed from the table;

El Are there now as many blue blocks as cups?

8C1 Now empty the cups into the glass jar. Are there still as

many blue blocks as there are cups?

The same procedures are repaeted with white blocks for tasks E2

and EC2.

!Mil Now compae the blue and white blocks in the glass jar.
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Are there more blue blocks than White; less; or the same number?

MCP2 Let's imagine that you put the blocks in the jar back

into the paper cups so that there's the same number of blocks in

eaCh cup. How many blooks would there then be in eadh cup?

The above procedures are repeated with yellow blocks for tasks

E3 and EC3.

CTR2 Now compare the blue and yellow blocks in the glass jar.

Question as in CTRL

MCP2 Now imagine that you put_the blocks in the jar back intO

the paper cups so that there's the same numberin each cup.

QUeStion as in MCP1.

The procedures are again repeated with the red block8.

This time only taks E4 and MCP3 are given.

LTR3 As for LTR1 except that now A<B and B<C

LTR4 As for LTR2 except that nOW MB and B<C

Nb. After each task the child is asked Why?

APPENDIX 3.The Measure of Proportional Reasoning in Ratio and

Fraction COntents.

The "juice" test (understanding of the idea of ratio) or RATIO

test:

The basic question always pressoted WhiCh Of the jugs

contains the sweeter juice (or the juice tastiog tded Of

orange); or does the juice in each jug taste the same? The

visuals are shown in Appendix 5. The juice:water ratios are as

follows:

RATIO1 2:0 - 1:1

RATIO2 4:1 = 1:4 RATIO3 11 - 1:2 RATIO4 3:1 - 2:2

RATIOS 2:1 - 33 RATIO6 1:1 = 2:2 RATIO7 2:2 - 3:3

RATIO8 2:2 - 34 RATIO9 1:2 = 2:4 RATIO10 4:2 - 2:1

RATIO11 2:3 - 1:2 RATIO12 2:1 - 4:3 RATIO13 2:1 - 3:2

RATIO14 2:3 = 34 RATIO15 6:3 - 5:2 RATIO16 3:2 - 4:3
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RATIO17 5:2 - 7:3 RATIO18 3:5 - 5:8 RATIO19 5:7

The "cake" test (understanding of the fraction idea) or FRACT

test:

The basic queStion presented throughoUt is: Who has got qpre to

eat, or have they both the same? A practice question is given

comparing a whole cake and half a cake. After each mental

attempt at a question the pupil tries the task with the help of

pictures.

FRACT2 415 - 1/5 FRACT3 1/2 - 1/3 FRACT$ 3/4 - 2/4

FRACT5 2/3 = 3/6 FRACT6 1/2 = 2/4 FRACT7 2/4 = 3/6

FRACT8 2/4 = 3/7 FRACT9 1/3 = 2/5 FRACT10 4/6 = 2/3

FRACT11 2/5 - 1/3 FRACT12 2/3 - 4/7 FRACT13 2/3 - 3/5

FRACT14 2/5 317 FRACT15 6/9 - 5/7 FRACT16 3/5 - 4/7_

FRACT17 =, 7/10 FRACT18 3/8 ;= 5/13 FRACT19 5/12 = 3/8

In bonnection the ment%l attempts on the .Gasks FRACT2-19

the numerical information was presented as follows: e.g. FRACT2:

take 4 of the 5 parts and take 1 of the 5 parts. In additibn the

pupil is asked at the beginning of each task to say by himself

how many equal parts the cake is divided into and how many parts

are to be taken.The visuals are of the type shown inelppendix 6.

N13; After each RATIO and FRACT task the child is asked Why?, in

other words has to explain and justify his answer.

APPENDIX 4;

The Memory Capacity Weasure.

For the following tasks you get all the numbers to be remembered

in advance. Always repeat the numbers _I give you at the

beginning. After that group these blocks (15 in random array)

into groups of three. When you have finished say the nuMbers I
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gave to you at the start in the same order. Let's practise. To

begin with group these blocks into threes. (After this the

numbers 5 and 3 are given.) Repeat then numbers; Try and

remember them now whilst you do the grouping you have learnt;

(Wheri the pupil has finished grouping, the pupil_is asked to say

the numbers again - if he does not already volUnteer thet.)

IPC1 9016 IPC2 15,8 IPC3 1407 IPC4 12,17

IPC5 18;11 IPC6 9,14,5 IPC7 8010012 IPC8 807,13

rPC9 11,9;7 1PC10 12,18,13 IPC11 7,5,18,14

IPC12 6,9,12,14 IPC13 10,16,14,8 IPC14 11,16,13,18

IPC15 12,6,9,17

The Measure of Proportional Reasoning in Partitive DiviSion

Contents.

Tha "chocolate" test (understanding the idea of sharing) or PART

test:

The basic question presented throughOut is: who gets more (the

boys or the girls) or do they get the same? It is emphasized and

explained that it is a question of whether there are more/less

pteces per boy or per girl.

PARTI is a practise

2 pieces.

item: 9 girls get 2 pieces and 1 boy

PART2 15:3 = 12:3 PART3 126 - 12:4

PART4 25:5 - 20:5 PARTS 36:4 - 32:4

PART6 427 - 497 PART7 42 - 63
PART8 9:3 - 8:2 PART9 164 - i8:6

PART10 24:6 = 28:7 PART11 30:5 - 366

PART12 27:3 - 28:4 PART13 48:6 - 40:5

PART14 35:7 - 32:8 PART15 45:9 - 42:7

-On tasks PART2-8 the picture was shown only after a mental

attempt. On thgt remaining tasks the picture was present

throughout.



APPENDIX 5

The visual aid used on the RATIO9 tas'

.
;

f
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.
: .
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. ' ;

e ;.

;
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3 SAM MOAN I
= Divided into 3 parts; take 1

6 OMAN IligNAN
= Divided into 6 parts; take 2



APPENDIX-7 Visual material used on task PART9 69
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APPENPIX 8. Correlations Between the Variables Relating to

Multiplication and rivision Skills MULTI1-5,

MEAD16 and PARD1;6 (N=36).

MULTI1

MULTI2

MULT13

MULTI4

MULTI5

MEAD1

ME02

MEAD3

MEAD4

MEAD5

MEAD6

HUH, 2 2

42 42 46 58 51 36 65 37 57

52 38 39 41 67 44 44 38 41

58 52 44 55 51 48 48 41 45

67 29 63 47 55 34 46 54 27

52 47 65 50 56 41 46 34 48

68 39 40

59 28 72

42 35 24

63 32 55

55 42 40

52 31 42

78

30 19 47

22 23 29

27 58 39

03 27 24

48 30 51

23 46 27

54 55 50

35 41 30

41 54 46

41 29 47

48 21 47



APPENDIX 9; The "Inner" Correlations of the Component VatriOsleF

of the Sum Variables TR, EC, LC, MCP,

UFBY, DOBY, MULTI, MEAD and PA2D.

CTR1

CTR2

LTR1

LTR2

LTR3

MCP1

MCP2

SABY2

SABY3

SABY4

SABY5

CTR2 LT111 um un urat mm mm mm
87 69 59 69 69 ILC1 66 35 71

46 46 46 46 ILC2 76 87

100 100 100 ELC1 86

100 100

100

MCPMCP3- EC2 EC3

72 72

100

MULTI1

MULTI2

MULTI3

MULTI4

MEAD1

MEAD2

MEAD3

MEAD4

MEAD5

EC1

EC2 100

_SAII.Y3_SABY4 SABI'S SPA3Y6

UPBYI

UPBY2

UPBY3

UPBY2 UPBY3 UPBY4_

50 60

79

41

26

37

46

57

55

38

88 64

74

36

39

51

MULTI2 MULTI3 MULTI4 MULTI5

COBY2

,DOBY3

_DOBY2 DOBY3 DOBY4

58 49

47

51

54

40

66

51

47

67

50 66

38

56

61

66

MEAD2 MEAD3__NEAD4 MEAD5 MEAD6

50 58

41

64

65

66

45

50

54

52

32

53

26

35

74
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APPENDIX 9. (cont.)

PARD2

PARD1

PARD2

121ARD3

PARD4

PkRD5

PARD3 PARD4 PARD5 PARE6

39 57 ITT23 30

21 07 18 13

44 46 49

25 43

53

APPENDIX 10. Intercorrelations of the Sum Variables SOY, URBY;

DOBY, MULTI, MEAD, PARD, MCP, CTR; LIR,

TR, LCi EC, IPC and a Chronological Age

Variable AGE (N=36).

SABY

UPBY

DOBY

MULTI

MEAD

PARD

MCP

CTR

LIR

TR

LC

EC

IPC

UPBY rem MULTI MEAD PARD MCP crn LTR TR LC EC IPC AGE

48 54

C6

78

67

70

70

67

65

80

56

51

55

66

76

35

20

21

31

38

23

16

37

41

32

23

13

27

33

30

31

32

24

25

02

57

28

37

40

36

26

22

15

86

91

27

25

29

38

27

35

46

54

44

54

26

42

39

34

27

15

36

78

75

86

53

51

23

21

38

43

24

48

02

04

02

23

17

05

-05

=03

07

10

04

-06

23

26

28

17

17

01
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APPEND= 11. The Correlations of the Sum Variables SABY, UPBY,

DOBY, MULTI, MEAD, PARD, MCP, TR, LC, EC,

IPC and the Variable AGE With the Sum

RATIO

Variables RATIO,

FRAM' PART

FRACT and PART (N=36).

SABY 34 50 51

UPBY 30 34 35

DOBY 25 34 39

MULTI 48 51 60

MAD 30 45 48

PARD 42 36 48

MCP 22 37 59

TIL 24 23 45

LC 17 29 65

EC 25 17 53

IPC -03 31 40

AGE -11 04 -01

RATIO 45 37

FRACT 40

appendix continues

51
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APPENDIX 11. (cont.)

Hierardhy Values, Order of Difficulty and Solution Frequencies

on the IPC Teat

Item Combination Solution Srequency__

1 9,16 36

2 15;8 36

3 14,17 36

4 12,17 36

5 18,11 36

9 11;9;7 36

7 8,10;12 35

6 9,14,5 33

12 6,9,12,15 30

10 12,18,13 29

8 8,17,13 28

13 10016,14,8 22

11 7;5,18,14 21

14 1116,13,18 15

15 12,6,9,17 14

CR= 0.90, r4 = 0.74 ja PPR = o.62



COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF COGNITIVE PROCESSES IN PROBLEM SOLVING

Ole Bjorkqvist

INTRODUCTION

During the last 15 years theory and research about thinking have

acquired a richness in details that previously simply was not

there; This development towards sophistication coincides with

the emergence of the computer as a general researCh tool.

Indeed, in the information processing pared the coxputer

ahalogy of the brain plays a prOMinent part.

.

The interest in the cognitive processes of Audents in schools

is connected with the prindiple of individUalization of

education. With detailed knowledge of thought processes it is

assumed that a matching of teaching methods and learning

characteristics is possible.

In mathematics, the traditional analysis of cognitive processes

is an indirect one; The object is the product - the calculations

written down on a paper, or something equivalent. Mbre direct

methOds involve the use of interviews or "thinking loUd" While

solving problems; The tape recorder and the video tape recorder

provide means of repeating the sequence for later detailed

analysis.

The microcomputer now takes this evolution of methodology one

step further; Besides being a widely used instructional tool, it

can also bo used as a powerfUl researdh instrument. The

requirements include program routines that store each depression

of a key int0 a protocol memory of sufficient size and

preferably a possibility of recording the time elapsed between
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successive key depressions; The later is used if the time

variable is of interest, for instance if the various stages of

solution ars of unequal difficulty to a stucirit.

There are limitations, of course. Only certain kinds of problem-

solving episodes can be investigated - primarily those in which

the presentation of the problem and all the work is done on the

. computer. If the problem involves paper work, the products are

of a traditional type and cannot be IMMediately included th the

computer analysis.

A great advantage of the computer is the fact that many of the

responses can be classified automatically, and if statistics or

calculations based on the classifications are needed, the

results can be printed out immediately after the problem

session. In other cases a classification cannot be made in

advance. Then the printout can be scanned for patterns and the

research itself pf exploratory type.

Since the problem session is virtually soundless, 'the

microcomputer allows the research on cognitive processes to be

taken from the ;11inical laboratories into the classrooms. This

is a welcome development, as the value of clinical results has

always been at least soms.that in question. It can be argued that

the use of the microcomputer makes the problem solving research

antificial in a different way, but this is not necessarily so.

The computers are here tO stay in mathematical education, and

whether we like it or not; they are changing the type of

problems that will be dealt with in schools. The Changes in the

Classrooms and the Changes in research methods converge on the

8Atte medium, the computer, and thus there is hope for research

relevant to actual practice;

A DESCRIPTION OF THE TASK

In the research reported here, emphasis was put on developing

the neceeser- noutines for the simultaneous use of the

microcomputer as an educational tool and a research instrument;

C A
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Being a first attempt; the work was not perfOrmed in a

classroom; ttlt in a researdh laboratory. The subjects were upper

secondary scnooi students;

The Subjects were given a task in the fOrm of a problem
presented on a Microcomputer screen. To motivate the students;

the problem selected was an abstract game 161-aged On a COMmercial

but_ _not_ too well known electronic game; MERLIN (reg; tnade

mark); When adapted to a microcomputer; it has the advantage

that it requires the use of very fe0 keys, and thus the

responses are easily classified;

The problem solver workt With a 3 x 3 pattern of dots on the

monitor (Figure 1 ) , eadh dot identified by one Of the digits 1 -

9 0 and some of them initially lighted; while others are dark; By

pressing the numerical keys_on the_keyboard; also numbered 1 -

9; the solver can Changeithe parity of a portion of the dots;

so that some initially doark dots turn light; While Stite

originally 1Y3ht dots darken; However; the action of each key is

unknown at the beginning of the game; and the preliminary stages

involve detection of their effects. Thera iS a SyMmetry to be

discovered; but it is rather well disguised by the SitUltaneous

lightening and darkening going on;

The keys corresponding to the corner dots, those numbered 1, 3,

7;_and_90 dhange the parity of exactly the corresponcing corner

dot; but also change the parity of the three dots next to it;

for instance, pressing key number 7_changes the parity of the

dots numbered 4; 5; 7; ard 8 (Figure 21).

A key dorresponding to a side dot; those numbered 2; 4; 6, or 8;

changes the parity of exactly the same side dot; but also

changes the parity of the two other dots along the same side;

for instance; pressing key number 6 changes the parity -cif the

dots nUMbered 3) 6; and 9 (Figure 2b);

86
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The key numbered 5 has the special effect of changing the parity

Of the dots numbered 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8 (Figure 20).

The object of the adapted version of the game Ls to find a

sequence of key depressions that lights ail the dots; A

mathematical analysis of tue game shows this aduays to be

possible (Gibbs 1982). For each starting configuration th fi. is

a unique optutah_ solution which never involves more thah 9 key

depressions bo be performed in no specific order; A later

depression of a key that has been used just nullifies the effect

of the previous depression. Thus, each key either has tO be

touched exadtly once or MUst not be touched at all. HOwever, to

find that out, or even to develop a strategy, the solver

generally goes through long repetitive sequences. -Games of more

than 200 key depressions are not unusUal for a beginner.

Tbe game is not very sensitive to the specific starting

configuration. In fact, using a completely random strategy, the

expected length of a game varies betWeen 511 di14 607 key

depressions. Ih that sense all the uonfigurations that arise

during a game are comparable to the starting position, and the

number of games played ia less im,:rtant for research_ _purposes

than the !--mal number of situatmons a specific subject has

faced.

PROCEDURE

After severe' tryouts, the game was played by 10 high-abiIity

senior secondary boys, all motivated enough to play it for up to

two hours. Protocol materials from 81 games were accUmulated,

the tOtT1 nUMber of positions to be analyzed numbering 3411.

This is typical of the capacity nf a computer- the enormous

amount of information that can be gathered using just a small

number of subjects.
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The following data were recorded by the computer (an example of

a printout is given in Figure 3):

1; Identifying number of position in game.

2. Configuration of lighted dots.

3. Set of optiimal_ (right) keys to press in the given situation.

4. Key actUally chOsen.

5; Correctness of key.

6i. Parity of the dot corresponding to the key.

7. Position of_the corresponding dot (corner/side/diddle).

8. Tithe taken to contemplate situation.

9; Cumulative time;

10. Cumulative average time per situation.

Included were some of the variables characterizing the situation

and assumed to influence the decision of the problem solver, as

well as variables describing the response. Based on the output,

neg variables were defined such as "reflectivity of thought",

calculated as the ratio of the time taken to contemplate a given

situation to the anerage time per situation. Another secoridary

variable of interest to the analyses was the frequency with

which a subject nullified a previous attempt by repeating it.

This would most often be a repetition of a single key

depression, but there occurred instances where up to four key

depressions were nullified through repetition, showing that the

sur:20-. .ed to return to a specific donfiguration and restart

'rJal it. The proportion of such repetitive key depressions

defined the variable "repetition".

Some variables were expected to show a correlation with

learningo i.e.o with time on task. To investigate such

dependenceo whidh conceivably Might show within the course of

one game, games of more than 60 key depressions were subdivided

into equal parts of not more than 60 (and not leas than 30) key

depressions. The number of such periods cf 4urk provided a

progressive measure of the interaction between the student and

the computer. The perieds of work are termed interVals in the

following.
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SELECTED RESULTS

With only 10 subjects, any group measures are, of course, less

illuminative than individual profiles and results showing

intraindivtdual change. The large number of positions

encountered by each subject makes the latter reasonably

reliable. The group measure.,, such as mean time taken to

contemplate a situation and preferences for certain keys, are of

interest to show the general properties of the problem and to

indicate psychological consequences of its structure.

The total effective pialritig tite for the subjects varied between

30 minutes and 139 minutes, as calculated directly from the

computer yutput. However, as the mean time takel to oontemplate

a situatiOn Also shewed laege variation, from 3.8 seconds to

29;5 seconds (not parttollArly highly correlated With the tetal

playing time), the number of situattor. - -.red by each

subject varied from only 98 to a hig a term of
intervals of work, the range was f_ . 15; with the

exception of two extremes at 2 and a-1; T er the nUdiber of

situatIons, the more information was gathered about the subject;

of course. On the other hand, extremes in the form of short

total playing time or Only a tiiii:=411 number of situations per game

may indicate fatigue or mastery of the problem; respectiVely,

and they are thus partii'mIarly interesting to the study of

indi'idUal differences in working with a microcomputer.

In Figure 4 it is shown why the mean time taken to ocntemplate a

situation, as salculated from the total output for one subject,

is less satisfactory than a graph showing the chanse of that

same variable When the Subject prOddede to ne intervals of

work; For the three SUbjeetS, the OVeraIl Means were

approximately equal, but the curves are far from flat and the

shape of each oi.1 may be interpreted differently;
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FIGURE 4. Average Contemplation Time per Position during Pro-

gressive Intervals of Work for Three Subjects. Total

Time on Task also Indicated.

Tbe 3 x 3 pattern of dots itself included three types of dotsi

with possibilities of preference for certain kinds, either as a

psychological bias or a conscious strategy. Table 1 gives the

distribution of the keys pressed, according to their

classification as corner, side, or 5 keys. For each game, the

"optimal" keys in the starting configuration hame been

subtracted, since they were forced rather than open choices.

With an unbiased selection of keys, the percentages would be

expected to be 44.4, 44.4, and 11.1, respectively. Key number

5, however, was used significantly more often than one ninth of

the time, as might be anticipated fram the central position of

the number 5 dot and the special effect of the number 5 key. The

differences between individual subjects in the use of the corner
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and side keys, e;g; between subjects 3 and 14, point toward the

use of strategies that involve the symmetries of the pattern of

dots;

In the overall preference order of the keys, no; 5 was followed

by nos. 6 (12. 4 %), 2 (11.6 Vi 3 (10.9 %)i 4 (10.4_%)i 1 (10;2

%), 8 (10;2 %); 9 (9;3 %), Snd 7 (8.9 %). The lett reouda use

of the keys corresponding to the third row of dots refleetS

tendency to_use the normal_direetion of reading, starting from

the top, in the systematid attempts to find out the effect of

each key; Interestingly enough; there was a significant

preference for the rightmost column (39;5 %) over the leftmost

column (32.6 %).

TABLE 1; Distribution of Key Depressions (Percent) aceording

the Classification of the Keys;

Subject Corner Side 5-key

38.8 41.1 20.1

41.2 44.3 14.4

; 45.7 35.8 13.5

58.4 10.4

5 "1.7 40.0 18.3

6 43.6 46.9 9.5

7 42.2 42.2 15.6

8 c=.4
. 12.3

9 46.5 18.k. 14.9

10 30.5 .43.;.; 26.0

Total 39;4 44;6 16;0

Turning nOW to vari.o...es that are mor., closely connected with

actual strategies of solution, the repetition of key, depressions

showed an interval dependence typical of learning. In Figure 5,
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the proportion Of key repetitions for the same three students as

in Figure 4 is plotted as a function of the interval of work.

AlI the students had at least a short period_of random attempts,

which typically included a greater proportion of rvetitions,

during the initial play.

As is evident

parity of the

an iniiXkterif.

the period of

to remain, s.

effect on the

Pram the lint of primary variabies (Figure 3), the

dot corresponding to a key was hypothesized to- be

its selection. This would be true during

,.,1a attempts, aud the effect would be expected

touch of a certain key always does have an

cp.:poriding dot, in addition tO various others.

In fact, the structure of the problem made it polsible to judge

the influence_of the parity on the choice_of key. This was so

because there iS, on the average, no difference in correctness

between the two parities, even though for a specific configu-

ration keys corresponding to dark dots may be predominantly

right and keys corresponding to light dots

proportion Of repetitions (%)

100 mini 79 min
139 min

1 2 3 14 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 interval no.

FIGURE 5. Proportion of Key Repetitions for Three Subjects.
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predominantly wrong, or vice versa. This can be mathematican

demonstrated via symmetry arguments. Considerto4 all 512

possible configurations of dots, and the nine posra

of key for each configuration, one quarter of thc, key

depressionsare right Choices corresiding to dark dots, one

qUarter right chOices corresponding to light dots, one_ quarter

wrong choices corresponding to dark .:.ote, and one quarter right

choices corresponding to light dots.

However; the subjects deviated from this straight=forWarl

distribution of key depressions. As expected, Olere Was an

overall preference for keys corresponding to dard dots, the

percentages being 58 to 42 in favor of dark dots (Table 2). The

key dssions corresponding to lignt dots were evenly divided

between right And wrong choices, accordance with probability

expectation.. The key depressions corresponding to dark dots, on

the other hand, were clearly more often right than wrong. This

seems to reflect a characteristic of some conscious strategies

employed - pressing sequences of keys corresponding to dark dots

so that the total number of dark dots is decreased. In a number

of cases the configuration itself gives a clue.to likely correct

choices. The high incidence of rignt choices correa.onding to

dark dots thus is partly an artifact of the game, notably the

last Stage of it, and partly a reflection of the characteristics

of the successfUl strategies preferred by the players.

Facing a configuration which is cinated by light dots, the a

prieri probability of choosing a key corresponding to a light

dot may be great enough te overcome the tendency to Choose keys

of the oppositn kind. Thus there would he expected te Skiet

-level where the two tendenbies balance each other; This was

analysed by calculatingthe average_number of dark dots in the

situations: met by a subject, as a function_of the kind_of key

chosen. The results for the different subjecte are given in

Table 3;

9 4
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TABLE 2; Distribution of Keys Pressed (Percent) according to

Parity (E t dark; F t light) and Correctness (R t

right, W = wrong);

Subject RW WF

1 27.7 27.5 19.7 27.2 47.4 52.6

2 30.6 25.1 23.3 21.0 53.9 46.1

3 37.5 19.0 24.7 18.8 62.2 37.8

4 44.3 17.7 19.2 18.7 63.5 36.5

5 34.1 19.7 22.1 24.1 56.2 43.8

6 31.0 24.2 22. 22.7 53.1 46.9

7 40.8 13.3 25.", 20.4 66.3 33.7

8 41.9 21.8 17 18.4 59.8 40.2

9 33.2 19.9 26., 18.9 61.3 38.7

10 35.0 21.8 5 19.6 58.5 41.5

Total 35.6 21.0 20.8 58.2 41.8

The grand average of I4.07 (statistical expectation 4;50) shows

the magnitUde of the tendency towards_ play with_as _many_light

dots as possible, i.e.; to eliminate the dark dots. When the key

Chosen was associated with a dark dot,_ the average number of

dark dots in the configuration was_4.41 _(statistical expectation

5.00). The same average when the chosen key was associated with

a light dot was 3;59 (sstatistical expectation 4.00). The laSt

number shows that an average of 5A1 dots had to be lit on the

screen for the a priori probability of choosing one of the

corresi -.ding keys to balance the opposite tendency. IcTable 3

averages are also given fbr the nUtber of dark dcits when the

correctnesss of the chosen key is considered in conjunction with

its parity.

Again, it must be emphasized that the averages for individual

subjects in certain cases reflect strategies adhered to. For
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quite a While subject number 1 tried to make all the dots dark.

His notion (whiCh was expressed When he was interviewed

afterwards) was that it should be easy to light all the dots

from that configuration. Of course this involves an

understanding that symmetry can be used. Table 2 shows that to

fulfil his plan he had to press keys corresponding to light dots

more ofter than keys corresponding to dark dots0 being the only

subject to_do_ so._ In Table 30 thevalue 4.29 (for the_average

number of dark dots ift situations where a key corresponding tO a

light dot was chr-lee is a deviating number which is

specifically r'levant to, tint, strategy.

TABLE 3; Av,.,- Number of Dark Dots in Configuration according

to Parity (E = darki F = light) and Correctness (R =

right0 W = wrong) of Key Pressed.

Subj. RE RF NE WF R W E F Tot

1 4.82 4.58 4.65 3.98 4.70 4.28 4.75 4.:" 4.51

4.73 3.82 4.31 3.52 4.31 3.94 4.55 .:' C8 4.15

3 3.98 3.27 4.11 2.89 3.74 3.58 4.03 108 3.67

4 4.63 4.17 4.59 3.95 4.50 4.27 4.62 4.05 4.41

5 4.35 3.90 4.20 3.22 4.19 3.69 4.2; 3.52 3.96

5 4.32 3.46 11.55 3.18 3.94 3.85 4.41 3.33 3.90

7 4.48 3.69 4.68 3.70 4.28 4.24 4.55 3 70 4.27

6 4.44 3.46 4.91 3.39 4.11 4.14 4.58 3.43 4.12

9 4.08 3.19 4.04 3.40 3.75 3.78 4.06 3.29 3.76

10 4.23 3.88 4.26 3.17 4.10 3.77 4.24 3.53 3.96

Tot u.41 3.74 4.43 3.44 4.16 1.96 4.1 3.59 4.07

Tho differences between the ntratee,' subjects were

great. The same sui;,:ect also would vary hts at`Impts, e.s,,

selecting _kegs corresponding to side dots for a long while and

then turning to the corner dots. The fUtility of some eftorts
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would be quite obvious, and the strategy consequently abandoned

by the student. In this respect a similarity with traditional

problem solving in mathematics may be pointed out - when

students do not know what to do they may try one strategy after

the other until they find a solution, either by way of sudden

insight or by accident. When they have found a strategy that

works, it is tempting to use it all the time without looking for

another, perhaps better, strategy.

In the peihtout there weed to be found instances Where

intermediate goal configurations could be clearly identified;

Figure 6 shows the way one of the subjects ended three

consecutive games:. He ObVidiUSly had learned that from a

' situation with the number 2, 4, 6, and 8 dots dark you can

obtain the final goal by pressing exactly those same dots. The

symmetry of the configuration is certain to make it easy to

memorize.

The variable "reflectivity of thought" revealed many intereaing

details with regard to specific configurations of dots. To

screen out _the_ situations that corresponded_ to _the longest

relative contemplation tiles, an arbitrary value of 2 was taken

as an operative criterion; Only those situations with values

exceeding 2_were considered interesting enough to_be included in

the analytia. Thdie hutbde was ab-out 11 % Of all the positions

in the original analysis; The.highest Value foUnd was 10, i.d.,

the students never contemplated a particular situation longer

than 10 times_ the average contemplation time during a certain

interval of work.

The configurations that most often were associated with high

reflectivity of thought were characterized by either a small

number of dark dots (= apparent closeness to the final goal),

some obvious symmetry, or both. The six most frequent

configurations are depicted in Figures 7d-f. For the purposes of

this classification, any configurations that may be obtained by

rotation or reflection were considered equivalent.
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Figure 7a shOws a configuration that i8 intrinsically diffidUlt.

The correct keys to press are the keys numbered 2; 4; 6; 7; and

9i However; out if the 21 occurrences associated with careful

consideration (high reflectivity of thought) only 4 led to

depression of a correct key. Figure 7b, on the Other hand, i8

intrinsim-Ity easy. There are 6 correct keys to press; and 12

occurrences out of 13 actually led to a correct key depression.

The difficulties of the other oonfigurations fell between those

two extremes.

O RO MOO ORO
O _0 0 0 0 0 II 111

O 00 000 DDQ
Ta Tb Te

MID D I D
0 I d E 3 0 0 C I S L I D

000 000 000
7f

FIGURE 7. The Six Configurations of Dots Mbst Frequently

Associated with High Reflectivity of Thought.

The configuration in Figure 7a; being the most frequent high-

reflectivity configuration and at the same time an interestingly

difficult one; was also investigated using the fuII

documentation._ Altogether it occurred_81 times, 30 of which led

to a correct choice Of key. The distribUtion of the attempts is

given in Figure 8 along with the high-reflectivity atteMptS,

9 9
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using the pattern of the dots. The number 2 dot, the only dark

one, evidently acted as the center of attention. However, the

longer the students contemplated the situation, the more apt

were they to_ choose keys corresponding to the neighboring dots

rather than the nuMber 2 dot itself. Since the number 1, 3, and

5 keys are all wrong whereas the number 2 key is correct, long

contemplation in this singular case does not seem to benefit the

process of solution.

16

El
ED I=

0 0

.

FIGURE 8. The DistribUtion of the Key Selections in Response to

Configuration 7a. On the Right, the Distribution of

the Hight-Reflectivity Responses.

SUMMARY

The main reason ft:1r this piece of research was not to find

individual similarities or dissimilarities in the solution of

the specific problem, but rather to develop a methodology for

problem solving research in.general, with an emnhasis on school

mathematics in as realistic situations as possible. Gradually,

technically more difficult analyses should be possible as

microcomputers become more versatile.

Even in this sidiple problem, where the responses of the

students were strictly limited; a number of interesting features

of the solution process were identified and quantified. The

structure of the problem was such as to admit a variety of

strategies, from random attempts to the use of sophisticated
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symmetry arguments; At the same tit*, the number of dark dots on
the monitor acted as a distractor rather than a real teasure of

advance toWards the final_ goal. The switches between strategida,

the reflectivity of thought at particular stages, and the return
to previous configurations via repetition of key depressions
were some elements of the solution prOteas that Could not have
been StUdidd equally_ closely without the microcotputer
functioning as a research tool.

Another, slightly different set of goals in Mind for _the

research were_those connected with computer education - to knOW

how to teach Students how to use computers efficiently you need
to know details about the way they think While they work with
computers.
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APPLICATICNS IN THE JUNIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL

LEVEL MATHEMATICS

Pekka Kupari

INTRODUCTION

In the teaching of school mathematics applications have an

essential role. Applicationn help to prove the usefulness of

mathematics, by means of applications mathematical techniques

can be usefully practiced, and their use promotes conceptual

understanding. The value of applications has always been

understood and recogniLed, but it is generally known that at the

present time, the position of applications in school mathema.tics

leaves a lot to be desired. The effect of this can be seen also

in learning results. Several recent studies of school

achievement at this age level (e.g. Foxman et al. 1980, Hart

1981, NAEP 1979) have indicated that the application skills of

pupils are deficient and that the application process has become

mechanized. These d:sfects were clearly disclosed also by the

extensive national assessment of mathematics teaching in the

comprehensive school in Finland which was carried out in 1979.

(Korhonen & Kupari 1983). As a result, applications have been

given special emphasis in the effected curricular reforms and

development programs for the improvement of teaching. This was

the case aIso in Finland when the comprehensive school

mathematics syllabus was reformed in autumn 1982.

what; then, are the reasons for this deplorable state of

applications and how could we bring about a new and more

inspiring phase - these are questions to which we should try to

find some answers here. In the following, I shall try to provide

1112
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a few themes for the deliberation of these issues. I am going to

focUS mainly on the single question: "How am applications used

in teaching at this age level, and What problems emerge from

this, in view of the learner's development?" Finally, I Shall

also_ present a few ideas on what could be done to help the

teachers.

HOW ARE APPLICATIONS USED IN TEACHING?

The word "applications" is used to describe a wide range of

different mathematical activities. In his excellent review on

applications Burkhardt (1983) gives a good definition of appli=

cations: "An application involves the use of mathematics in

describing a situation from outside mathematics, usually in-

volving a mathematical model reflecting some aspects of that

situation".

However; an application is Always a relative concept in many

ways. Applications can be viewed in relation to the different

sub-factors of the teaching entity from the standpoint of: 1)

learning material, 2) teaching prautice, and 3) the pupil. It

may be asked, then, to What degree the ambiguity of applications

is a consequence of this relativity. Next, I shall diadUSS these

factors in more detail.

What Is the Role of Applications in_the_Subject_Matter?

We may begin by asking how applications are used in the subject

matter. In principle, the position of applications in the

learning context is one of these two: in the teaching situation,

applications come last, cr they are the carrying idea in

teaching new stuff.

a) When applications follow the teaching of a new thing, they

Are used as a means to illustrate the new mathenatical

technique. In this case, we speak of illustrations, and the
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teadhing method which is used is the traditional text-hook

centered exposition and exercise approach. Several illustrations

of a given technique are usual; For example, linear growth might

be illustrated by different shopping and travelling problems

and, correspondingly, exponential groWth by compound interest

and radioactive decay;

b) Whcn applications provide the central theme of instruction

they deal with real-sitUatiOns frba outside mathematics and the

aim is to discuss these situations by means of different models;

By way of example, Burkhardt mentions a _study of_ personal

finance Whidh Might look at income and expenditure or the use Of

a mathematical model of capital and interest. The many aspedts

and viewpoints of such realistic situations make the discussion

strategically more demanding for the student, so that the

teonninal demand of the mathematics has t0 be lOwer.

Among the major objectives in teaching pupils of this age is; to

accustom them to use mathematics in forming an organized

perception of their environment and to develop the thinking

skills of pupils. In the pursuit of these aims applications of

real situations play a central role. On the other hand, the

significance of illustrations is obvious in the acquisition of

firm arithmetic skills, which i8 One Of the main objectiveS Of

teaching at the primary level-.

In dealing With "real situations" the student must outline and

analyse the problem, he has to choose the strategy for solving

the problem and he must form a model and decide on the

techniques to reach the solution. In doing so, the student is

compelled to rely on his own thinking a ' he shoUld be

encouraged to do so by all means. The student should be

encouraged to explain; argue and defend his own thcuOts and

ideas on solving the problem. Faulty solution efforts should be

analysed _together with the pupil; _because they often help in

leading the way to the correct solution. If pupils' thinking

processes are maintained in this way, it will be sure to give
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them confidence in their own ability to cope with situations.

Why does the subject matter contain so fe4 realistic

applications? There are several reasons for this. First,

teachers feel that these applications are messy and uncertain

involving a Wide range of open demanda which makes them

unpleasant. In dealing with these problems it is not certain

that there is any single right answer. Therefore teachers think

that these application problems are not decent mathematics

which, in their opinion, is characterized by clarity and

precision.

Secondly, teachers believe that realistic applications are too

difficult for pupils. It is true that realiatic problems do

require a broader view and wider experience and maturity than

imitative exercises. But since, according to Burkhardt, no Signs

of the development of thaSe qualitieS can be seen in the

mathematics classroomE it is unreasonable to set the pupila

tasks for which they have no readinesses. It should be

remembered, however, that during this transition phase when

pupils change from children to young adults, these qualities

should be allowed to develop.

Thirdly, applications of realistic situations demand a lot of

time. At least as far as Finnish mathematica teachers are con-

cerned, lack of time is regarded as a central problem. When, on

the one hand, the increase of applications in an approved deve-

lopment trend, but the other hand, people want to retain

the main emphasis of teaching on the practice of Arithmetic

skills, we drift to a disastrous situation.. In order to include

applications, the teaching process must be speeded up and this

happens at the expense of teaching the ftndamentals which are

necessary for the applications. Thus the instruction deterio-

rates even more.
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How to Teach Applications?

Secondly; we will look at applications in relation to teaching

practices. Also in this respect two approaches are possible.

a) First, we may speak of standard models of situations in

teaching of applications._ These_are important

"tool kit" Of usefUl Medels and techniques (a term used by

Burkhardt); They also provide practice in mathematical

techniques and reinforce understanding hy proviaing concrete

illustrations of abstract concepts. Standard Models are taught

didactically 1.7 exposition and imitative exercise; It is

assumed; after a sufficient number of illustrationsi that the

student will be able to recognize the oharacteristics of the

Standard situation when he meets a similar situation (pattern

reoogniticA). An example of this might be calculating the two

basic cases of percentages: how much is a given percent of a

number and what percentage is a number of another?

However; learning outcomes indicate clearly that some points are

easily misremembered or different cases get mixed up. Thus it

would seem, that by using only standard Models it is not

possible to adopt new methods and to use them in practice. The

reason for this is, that the repetition of similar situations

cannot result in the formation of higher level concepts and

generalizations Whieh is the prerequisite for assiMilatien Of

things and which should be aimed at in this age period,

according_to Piaget and AusubeI (e4g. Bell et al. 1983, Resnick

& Ford 1981).

b) On the basis of what has been said above; it is obvious that

pupils are able to remember only a small fraction of the models

which they employ in the standard applications. Evidence and

experience have shown that even small deviations from the

stand!.rd models of sitUations confuse students. Thus it is of

the highest importance for every pupil to acquire skill and

experience in tackling new situations. When a student is faced
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by a new Situation he Or ihe must resort to his/her own store

of knowledge in choosing and; if necessary; in adapting Modela

and techniques. As new situations help the pupil to distinguish

the essential features of solution methods he/she also learns to

take generalitatiOha. The reason why new situations have not

been very popular in Clas8robms follows tb a great extent from

the tradition of exposition and exercise in teaching Whore the

tasks children are asked to perform involve close imitation of

processes demonstrated by the teacher. The role of the teacher

is that of a manager; explainer and corrector. It g0e8 WithoUt

saying, that after the instruction pupils succeed in these

imitative exercises much better than in tasks whem they have to

select mathematics from their own "tool kit" of techniques.

In approaching new situations the didactic method based on

expositiOn and exerciae ia not appropriate. The teaching methods

have to include more open styles Of teadhing Where the pupil

leads at his or her own level with the teacher acting more as an

adviser and fellow pupil. In practising the tackling and pertep-

tion of situations the methods of general problem solving could

be applied, for example follWing the Model of Polya (Polya

1957, Resnick & Ford 1981).

What Is the Role of Applications-from the-Student%s-lliewpoint?

In the foregoing, applications have been discussed in relation

to student's characteristics at this age level. Next, we will

deal with one finalX dimension, in other words, the various ways

in which pupils may experience application problems. According

to Burkhardt (see classification on the next page) applications

differ as far as the intoreat level of the problems

to the students is concerned. According to the rating

there are five kinds of applications: 1) action problems,

2) believable problems, 3) curious problems, 4) dubious problems

and 5) educational problems. This is of course ordy one way of

rating applications from the pupil's standpoint. However, it
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Classification of ApOlidationa-aecibrank-tO-Alie-Interest-Level

Of PrObleMS -(BOrkhat-4963)-

1) Action _problems_concerning decisions Which Will affeet the

student's own life.

EXample: Organizing one s time to balance the various

things one needs or should like to do.

2) BelieVable-Oroblems are action problems related to the

student's plans for the future or for someone you care

about.

Example: "How can I borrow some money most cheaply?" oi" "Is

it worth My Studying for two more years, or should

I try to get a job?"

3) Cbriousoroblems are simply fascinating, intellectually,

aesthetically, or in some other way.

Example: "Why are total eclipses of the sun rarer than those

of the moon?" or "How can sap be 'drawn' up a tree

100 MeterS high?"

4) Dubious _problems are intended just to make one practise

mathematics.

Example: "CaldUlete the area of a right-angled triangle when

its base is 6 cm and the adjacent acute angle is

45 ."

5) EdudatiOnalprObleMs belong to the category of dubious

problems which illuminate sone mathematical content or

concept so beautifully and enticingly that students want to

solve Lnem.

ExaMple: "One drachma Waa inVeSted at 5 % oompound interest

in the year 759 BC; To what sum has it grown?"
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illustrates very well the point how many different kinds of

problems there are and, at the same timei how few types of

applications_ are_used in classrooms. According to Burkhardt,

applied mathematics has rarely aimed higher than curious prob-

lems and tor many students it has. been almost entirely diS=

eussion of dubious problems; Utilization of this whole range of

applications would certainiy be siinificant for the differenti-

ation of teaching, because at this stage of education pupils'

readinesses and motivation vary dramatically. We should remember

however, that even educational problems always sees curious to

some pupils and, correspondingly, some_pupile experience_believ-

able problems as highly dubious. Therefore, the choice of.appli-

aation problems is of vital importance in mathematics teaching.

EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS

In Finnish comprehensive school mathematics teddhing the role of

applications is largely as describSd above. Teachers consider

lack of time the main reason fer limited use of realistic appli-

cation situations in teaching. This in turn results from the

feet that teaching is tee strictly tied to the textbook. Since

no change has (secured in the amount of teacting contents, at

least_not in_thadirection of a cut down, although teaching time

/lea been clearly reduced (and a decision made in spring 1985

Will fUrther reduce the number of weekly lessons in grade 9 from

4 to 3), it follows without saying, that time=consuming material

will be eliminated or efforts made to speed up the teaching

process. According to Leino (1984) the eliMination has been

directed to problems related to concrete contexts and te the

number of applications; On the other hand, the emphasizing of

applications and the increase in their number has been a re-

cognized and desired development trend during the last ten

years. This is illustrated well by the fact that the_number of'

applications in one 8th-grade textbeek althest trebled_ during

1974-79. Below, I will examine in greater detail learning re-
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sults in the area of applications, as compared to other achieve-

ments, and the relationships between learning results and teach-

ing. The scrutiny will be based on research material collected

in 1979 during the national assessment of mathematics teaching

in the comprehensive school.

The population of this ektensive situational survey consisted of

2251 9th-graders and 116 teachers from 40 junior secondary

schools. Data was aallected both on cognitive learning results

in mathematics and on structural, attitudinal and process fea-

tures of the student, the teacher, the hate and the aChool. The

assessment of cognitive achievements focussed on measuring ob-

jectives defined as most essential (so-called basic objectives

and core subject matter, Kouluhallitus 1975). Eadh student was

presented With one out of nine test versions containing together

a total of 180 items; Each version had been so constructed that,

by using a one-parameter logistic model (Rasch's model), we

could produce comparable scores for all students. The comparable

student scores and item parameters also allowed estimation; of

various subscores, for example, regarding different behaviour

categories.

The test items were claasified according to Wilson's (1971)

behaviour:classification as follows: computation, comprehension

and application and analysis; The number of items at each level

was:

- computation 95 items (53 %)

- comprehension 29 " (16 %)

- application and 56 " (31 %)

analysis

In view of teaching, the weighting of the areas was correct in

that the dominating role of knowledge and computation was clear-

ly emphasized; On the other hand, the proportions of comprehen-

sion and application items did not reflect the true position of
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these areas in mathematics teaching.

TABLE 1; The Adhievements of 9th-graders at Different LevelS of

Behaviour (Estimated Means of Relative Scores, Standard

Deviations and Reliabilities, N=2184).

Level of behaviour rel.

Computation 0;49 0;22 ;965

Comprehension 0.53 0.24 .897

A..lication and ana sis 0.48 _.

The results in Table 1. are quite surprising. When analysing

learning results, we had observed that a majority of students

had very inadequate application and problem solving skills. The

perception and analysis Of items seemed to be_especially diffi-

cult and therefore students' attempts to solve problems were

totally mechanical. So, we were led to expect mastery of appli-

cation items to be clearly inferior to mastery_of computation

items. This was, however, not the case, as achievements in all

areas were very similar; On an average, students mastered 50 %

of the items in different categories of behaviour.

Reasons for the uniformity of achievements in different areas

may be sought in the items prnsented and in the nature of teach-

ing. Firstly, many of the application and analysing items were

illustrative_ i.e. _verbally_ expressed arithmetic operations.

Generally they contained only one operation (so-dalled one-step

problems, NAEP 1979), the only additional diffibulty cOmpared

with "mechanical" items thus being reading comprehension.

The items were now reclassified so that illustrations were
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placed either in the computation or comprehension category. An

attempt was also made at utilizing factor analysis, but the

factorizations of individual test versions did not PrOdUce vi=

able solutions.

TABLE 2. The Achievements of 9th-graders at Different Levels of

Behaviour after Reclassification of Items

Level of behaviour s re .

Computation 0;51 0;22 ;969

Cotprehension 0.55 0.23 .914

A.Iication an A ,7. 's s 0.40 0.2 ;918

Now, the outcome based on reclassification is more along the

predicted lines. Achievements in the application area were about

0.6 standard deviation weaker than those in the area of computa-

tion and this difference can already be considered comparatively

great; In other words, the mastery of more realistic application

items, whiCh are important from the standpoint of students'

application skills, was significantly weaker than could be as-

sumed at first (Table 1.). Teachers considered these items a

definite part of the core subject matter, although this kind of

items had not, on an average, received very much attention in

teaching.

After this, it was interesting to see what impact the weighting

of teaching contents had on students' achievements.
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TABLE 3. Teachers' Answers to the Question "Nhat aspects do you

emphasize in your mathematics teaching?" (N=114)

Practiaa

computation

Thinking and

deduction

skills

Application

to everyday

situations

Application

to other

sublects

Hardly ever 0.0 1;8 1.8 16.7

SometiMes 20.2 43.9 36.0 64.9

Frequently 79;8 54;3 62;2 18;4

TABLE 4. Teachers'_ Answers to the Question "How often do you

give your students homework to the following effect?"

(N=114)

Items similar Applications Solutions Individual

to those of subject not dis- problems

solved in the matter dis- cussed in

class cussed in

the class

the class

Hardly ever 1.8 3.5 41.6 66.4

Sometimes 2.7 46.9 56.6 26.5

Frequently 95.5 49.6 1.8 7.1

According to results presented in Tables 3. and 4. teachers put

strong emphasis on practical computation skill, although a good

half of the teachers often underlined the importance of applying

mathematics to everyday situations and of thinking and deduction
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skills. As for homework, the traditional exposition and exersice

came out strongly, as almost all teachers gave hothework based on

problem types solved in the claSsroom. Again, about 50 % of

teadhers often used items requiring application of subject mat-

ter discussed in the class. Homework containing new situations

was very incidental.

Next, the study was focussed on students (N=702) whose teachers

had in their teaching often emphasized the application of mathe-

matics to everyday situations and had often given these stUdents

homework requiring application of subject matter dealt with in

the class (=appliers). The teaching in this group was regarded

as_ _having_been most application-centred. This student_ group's

adhievements in different behaviour categories were then com-

pared with the achievements of other students (N=1482). It was

assumed that the emphasizing of applieations would also manifest

itself in the form of better performance.

TABLE 5. The Estimated Means (z) and Standard Deviations (s).of

Student Groups in Different Behaviour Categories.

StUdent

Behaviour

eatevry

Computation

(107 items)

Comprehension

(36 items)

Application

and analysis

(37 items)

+++ = p < 0.01, ++ = < 0.1

Appliers (N=702)

s

Others (N=1482)

7

0.48 0.23 0.52 0.22 3.91 +++

0.53 0.24 0.56 0.23 2.81 ++

0.38 0.24 0k1 0.23 2.81 ++

114
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However, the hypothesis was not correct. On the contary) Other

students had significantly better means both in application and

analysis and in computation and comprehension. The outcome was

unexpected) and it was considered a result of the way students

from different sets were divided intu these groups. AS a matter

of: fact) the group of appliers did include distinctly more

students from the lowest set, i.e. the general course) than

other groups. The impact of this factor wa5 eliminated by exam,

ining the reuults by set;

TABLE 6. The Estimated Means (z) and Standard Deviations (s) of

Student Groups in Different BehaViour Categories by Set

roup

hahavi r
category

Extensive
Appliers
Ns249

course
Othoirs
N.621

a

Intermediate
Appiiers
N.223
i s

course
Others
N.621-
z $

General course
Appliers
N.230

Others
10240

Computation O-69 0 15 0.69 0_.1 5 0.48 0.17 0.45 0.17 0.26 0.13 0.27 0.13

n it tv .26 t.0 83 n.s.

0.74 0.15 0,73 0.16 0.52 0.18 0.49 0.17 0.30 0.15 0.31 0.14

re 0.85 n.s. ta 2.22 b. 0 75 n.s.

Nslicaticm and
analysis 0.59_ 444 o SA 009 0 36 0 17 0 33 0.16 0.17 0.11 0.18 0.11

ta 0.70 n.s. tv 2.36 E. 0.98 n.s.

p c 0.5
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WS now noticed that there were no differences in the achieve-

ments of the groups either in the extensive course or in the

general course. In the intermediate course the achievements of

appliers were better tO an extent (0<0.5) Which Only just reach-

ed the level of significance. However, we have to bear in mind

that the- means of appliers were higher in all behaviour cate-

gories and not only in application and analysis.

The results we obtained are interesting in several respects.

They confirm clearly that application items are very much seen

in an illustrative sense, which favours computation-centred

"mechanistic" teaching. Only a limited number of more realistic

application tasks were used in teaching because of lack of time,

and therefore, _their mastery was considerably weaker. Items

WhiCh are more irtipOrthnt in view of learning had received less

attention;

Results regarding relationships between the weighting of teach-

ing and learning results reinforce fUrther ?.he picture we haVe

obtained from the teaching of applications. According to teach-

ers" own replies, they emphasize practical computation as well

as thinking skills and application of mathematics to everyday

situations, but obviously largely on the terms of computation

skill. The illustrative and imitative approach in the teaching

of applications was manifested_e.g. in that when (strong) empha-

sis Jas put on applications the resUlts in all behaviour cate-

gories improved in the intermediate course; This was not the

care in the extensive and in the general course, _because there

the teadbing went either below or above students' "reception

level". On the other hand, this outcome seams to suggest that

increased utilization of carefully chosen realistic and also new

application situations in teaching would improve the mastery of

all behaviour categories_ for all students, but especially the

application Skills of mathematics.

1 1 6
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WHAT COULD BE DONE TO HELP THE TEACHERS?

Oh the basis of what /Ida been_said above,_ there can_ be_ no

question of that clear Changes in the teaching of applications

at this age level are necessary in order to make sure that

pupils characteristics and changes Which occur_in them will be

taken into consideration. The present=day teaching Of applida-

tions is characterized by a clear dominance of illustrations; by

teaching practice based on the imitation of standard models of

situations and by one-sided application tasks. It is obvious;

that this kind of education cannot promote pupils' deyelOpment

in the direction of objectives; The responsibility for the

change of teadhing style lies mainly with the teachers; and

therefore we should find means to help them. This is a Challenge

to which there is no clear-cut Rnswer, but many ideas are sure

to be found. The following table presents a proposal in prinbip-

le on the development areas.

TABLE 7; A Model fejt, the Develcpment of Teaching Applications

Problem Development area

What is the role of Development of teaching 9
applications in the materials

learning content?

Pr

How are applications Development of
g

taught? teaching styles
..0
.1
m

What role do Development of
cP:applications play teaching m

from_the pupil's point arrangements

of VieW?
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This table presents each development area linked with a certain

problem._ _althoUgh it must be understdod that they are in OlOse

interaction with each other. In te-aohing materiaLs there is a

special need for multi-level, interesting application material.

According to Burkhardt, there is a shortage of material

particUlarly in the area Of easy, interesting application

problems relevant to everyday life; Possibilities should also be

investigated of utilizing the fund of application materials

around the world.

We know frum experience that it is very difficult to Change

teaching pisctices and styles. A large number of different

development projects have been carried out all over the world,

but no major Changes have been produced. For example, it has

been found, that printed material has very little influence on

teacher's teaching style. (Burkhardt 1983). On the other hand,

the success of some projects in USA,_ for example, suggests

that pupils have positive attl.z.LIdes to application-centered

teaching and can also cope well with it;

The development of teaching styles has _direct _impacts on

teachineT_arrangements and some of the emerging questions Might

bet "What is the optimum size of teaching groups suitable for

various open styles of teaching?" or "What arrangements are

necessary for the use of microcomputers in the teaching of

applications?"

Also various kinds of external pressures have an immense impact

on education. Up till now, the social pressures, for example,

have been for better technical skills rather than the ability to

cope with practical situations. We shoald try to change these

pressures coming from varous sectors (including the society.,

parents, school administration, teadhers' assoCiation% eXamina=

tions, media) to make them more favourable to appliaation

skills.

Fihally, we must remember, that implementation of changes in the

édUdatiOnal system is a very slow process. Therefore we muat be
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prepared for longterm work and failmres as well. All efforts

must be aimed_in the same direction. This hmplies the necessary

support cif eXtensive research and development activities as_well

as close communication between the various influential parties;
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STUDY OF LEAVING CONCEPTS RELATED TO TRIANGLES AND

QUADRANCLF- ON TR BASIS OF VAN HIELE'S TI-EORY

Harry SiIfverberg

INTRODUCTION

The place of geometry in the curriculint of the comprehensive

school is felt to be problematic, and with reason. Placing the

subject matter of geometry in between other matters in fairly

short periods may make the perception of wholes more difficult

and lead into misunderstandings as to what degree of mastery is

tO be expected at different stages (Pehkonen 1982).

The content and method of teaching at any given stage are

influenced not only by the inner structure of the subject matter

taught but also by the level of maturity_of the learners. Yet

very little is known abOut the geometrical thinking of pupils at

different levels of maturity. One way of describing the

development of geometrical thinking is'offered by the van HieIe

theory of phased change_ in geometrical thinking, alreadY

published in 1957. According to this theory, the development of

geometrical thinking is -characterized by the lessening of

holistic thinking, by the shifting of the focus of perception

from _the visual shape of the figure into its properties, the

organizing_ of these properties and the assumption of ever more

complicated mathematical structures.
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It is obvious that a wider knowledge of geometry as well as

separate concepts are acquired by degrees. Since many

geometrical concepts are used long before their exact

mathematical content has been clarified, it follows that at the

preliminary phases of learning such concepts may be regarded as

natural concepts, of whose inner structure and assumption

cognitive psychology haa been produced a lot of information

(Rosah 1973, Rosch et al. 1975; 1976).

In the present study (SiIfverberg 1984) we made an attempt to

describe the development of pupils' geometrical thinking mainly

at the three lowest levels of the van Hiele theory, which were

considered the most essential as far as school mathematics was

concerned. In particular we tried to answer the following

questions: first, can we perceive in the pupils thinking a

transition from a holistic way of perception into one analyzing

and classifying properties, and if yes; at what stage does such

a transition take place? Secondly, in as far as a pupil

recognizes, names, classiries and compares figures analytically,

making use of the properties of the figure in an explicit way,

are, then, these properties separate or connected with one

another?

THEORSTICkL BASIS

Dutah scholars Pierre van Hiele and Dina van Hiele-Geldof put

forth in their doctoral theses a theory of the levels of mental

development in the learning of geometry, a transition from one

level to another; and classroom strategies assisting the

transition. The theory can be considered to be of didactic

interest at least for two reasons: first, the theory presents

through what kind of phases geometrical learning progresses and

how these phases fallow one another. Secondly, the transition

from one level to another presupposes the mastery of activities

pertaining to the previous level in essence. Especially if the

language of instruction is above the leVel Of the pUpil6"

thinking, the pupil cannot grasp the instruction given (van
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The levels of development) later referred td simPly as the van

Hiele levels; can be described as follows (Burger 1981; Geddes

1981, Hoffer 1981, 1982i Mhyberry 1983, Pehkonen 1982, van Hiele

& van Hiele-Geldof 1958, Wirszup 1976).

Van Hiele Levels of Development in Geometry

Level 0. Visualization

At this basic level figures are percieved as total entities.

Recognition, hating, classifYing, comparison, description etc.

are carried out on the basis of the visual shape of the figure,

not on the basis of its properties; The pupil is able to

recognize and nate ordinary geometrical figures. He does not pay

attention to the connection between the whole and ;its

components. His thinking is concrete, and gel-metrical concepts

are mainly names of objects and figures, not so much mental

constructions.

Level 1._DescriPtiOn

According _to van Hiele, the qualitative _change of mental

development while moving on from level 0 to level 1 presupposes

the danging of visual structures into geometrimil structures.

The abstract level of thinking rises, as operating with concrete

objects changes into operating With geoitetridel symbaJ. At this

level the pupil consciously focuses his attention also on the

properties of the figure, but the properties remain

disconnected, since the relations between them are not

discerned._ The pupil can oompare figures with the help of the

relations between the components. Also,the pupil can chlssify

figures with the help of their properties and not only by

relying on their similarity; The pupil discovers properties

belonging to ail triangles, squares etc. and he can draw
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comparisons between groups of figures on the basis of their

properties. At thisleveqo however, it_is not possible for the

pupil bo explain how the properties of a certain group of

figures are related to one another;

Level 2; Abstraction

At this level the pupil can formulate and use definitions and

follow deductive conClusion. He identifies necessary and

sufficient properties for characterizing a class of figures; He

can make use of the properties of a figure when examining

whether a class of figures is included in another. He

understands some of the relations between the properties.

Grester connections between theorem groups are not grasped,

neither is geometry understood as an axiomatic theory;

Level Deduction

At the level of deduction the pupil can conclude what follows

from a given fact and discerns relations between theorem groups.

Differences between definitions, axioms and statements are

understood. A pupil operating at this level can recognize what

has been given in a problem and what is required.

Level 4; Mathematical rigour

At the highest van Hiele level, the pupil can compare different

axiomatic systems, for example different geometries. He

understands the limitations and possibilities of hypotheses and

axioms. He can use mathematical models to represent abstract

systems and to describe various phenomena through such models.

While looking for the distinguishing signs of holistic percep-

tion at the level of visualization, we relied particularly on E.

Rosch's observations on the assumption of natural concepts

(Rosch 1973, Rosch et al. 1975, 1976). The visual structures of
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level 0 cannot be constructed on-explicitly perceived _common

properties._ Instead) the formation of clasSes is explained tb

have resulted from a sufficient siMilarity between objects be..

longing to the same class, a feature which Rosch calls "family

resemblance", adapting Wittgenstein. Objects belonging to_the

same ClaSs heed not have properties common to all. MIS CUSS

divisions are not necessarily rigid.

At the level of description the pupil adopts the means needed

for analyzing sitilarity and difference. The pupil learns to

make use of the properties as an instrument of recognizing,

naming and classifying. As stated_ by the van Hieles, a_ single

property of a figure may become the signal of a concept, i.e.

the distinguishing sign for this concept. Since the preperties

at the level of description are not organized, hierarchic

structures cannot be.presented in the knowledge structure.

At the level of abastraction, according to the van Hiele theory,

the properties of geometrical figures form a partly organized

system. Generally it is not until this level that an exact and

economic definition of concepts becomes possible and the class

divisions become rigid.

Even thotigh the van Hiele theory was originally meant to be

used to explain the development of geometrical thinking, it was

later applied to Chemistry and economics as well, at least in

Holland._ In addition, A._Hoffer has drawn the_outlines_for the

application of the MOdel to etaMining the learning of

geometrical transformations and real numbers (Hoffer 1982);

CONDUCTING THE STUDY

The main body of the tests consisted of drawing, naming and

defining triangles and quadrangles as well as tasks related to

discovering the common properties of the figures. Triangles and

quadrangles were supposed to be familiar enough to all
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comprehensive school pupils tested, the youngest of whom were in

the fifth grade (aged 10-11) and the oldest in the ninth grade

(740 14=15). The firSt test (triangles) was given tO 127 pupils

old the second (quadrangles) to 136 pupils; Both the tests were

taken by 121 pupils.

RESULTS

As for the first main question, the results were in accordance

with the prediction of the van Hiele theory. In connection with

the drawing, recongnizing and comparing of figures, geometrical

concepts were used in a holistic way.

As indicators for holistic conceptual perception in connection

mdth drawing we regarded the pupil's limited capacity to modify

When prOducing a series of fbur different triangles/quadrangles

and giving a finite estimate of the possible number of diffe'rent

triangles and quadrangles. A limited capacity of modification in

the whole series produced (triangles) was apparent_ especially

among the fifth-graders. With regard to quadrangles it was

aoparent among pupils in higher grades as well. About three out

of four fifth-graders thought there was a finite number of

different triangles and quadrangles. Even in the higher grades

only one out of three was sure that in principle it would be

possible to draw an infinite number of different figures; The

results may have been distorted by the fact that the pupils were

inclined to regard figures belonging to a different type only as

different figures, in which case there would naturally be a

finite number of such classes;

In the test of recognizing triangles the pupils had to pick out

the triangles out of a group of 14 given plane figures. The fOur

true triangles and they only were recognized as triangles by

about a fourth of the fifth-graders and about a half of the

pupils in the upper grades. The most common mistake was to
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accept triangular figures_having partly or totally curved parts

in_them as genuine triangles. OUt of the 15 quadrangles presen-

ted, squares were recognized almost flawlessly, but the rectan-

gles and the parallelograms were correctly recognized by no more

than a fourth of the pupils at any grade level. There seemed to

be tWo main reasons fbr the difficulties with the recognition of

rectangles and parallelograms, the first of whidh was the fairly

constant tendency to try and avoid overlapping in classifica-

tion. For example only 19.0 % of the ninth-graders accepted the

square as a rectangle and 9;5 % the rectangle as a parallelo-

gram. The second factor causing faults in recognition was the

fact that the names of even the most common basic figures were

not faMiliar to all pupils. Of the baSic fUgUres presented the

square, the rectangle and the parallelogram (all three) were

correctly named by about a half of the pupils in the upper

grades. The square and the rectangle (both two) were correctly

named by 435 % of the fifth-graders and by 72;5 % of the other

testees. Such a classification was interpreaed as a sign of a

recognition which takes place in an holistic way on thabasis of

resemblance rather than on the basis of defining properties.

The comparison of figures proved a hard task at every grade

level. Properties used as a support for comparison were classi-

fied as either hblistic or analytical. The higher the grade, the

smaller the ratio of the holistic concepts was. Owing to the

crude method of estimation used, =more than a half_of even the

eighth and the ninth-graders were fbund to have used a clearly

analytical way of emanation.

As for the pupils who did use an analytical way of examining the

properties, we studied whether the properties formed a partly

organized system. AS a characteriatic of an Order of properties

we regarded the pupil's capacity to satisfactorily define a

triangle/quadrangle and his ability to understand that a class

of figures may be included in another. As stated before, class

inclusion with regard' to quadrangles rarely occured. An

acceptable definition of a triangle and a quadrangle was only

t.
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given by a handful of pupils. A certain property becoming a

signal, a feature mentioned by van Hiele, was quite apparent.

The signal of a triangle was its shape being triantronr and that

of a rectangle its being oblong.

Even though the test battery used was not specifically designed

to place pupils at the various van Hiele levels, we can with

fair certainty say that nearly all pupils tested would have

placed on the two lowest van Hiele levels; By way of comparison

we might mention that, according to Pyskalo (1968), with the

help of classroom strategies based on the van Hiele theory it

is possible fbr all pupils to attain the level of description

DISCUSSION

The holistic way of recording and manipulating information which

was discovered in tfie test results of especially the youngest

pupils seems to be a natUral starting point in the process of

learning a new thing; Learning the concepts of elementary

geometry probably -starts by forming the appropriate visual

images. SuCh a holistic recording of information seems to be a

typical and effective way of storing visual infbrmation. idt

from the point of view of learning geometry it is disadvantegous

if inftrmation can only be manipulated in this form. The exact

definition of concepts and understanding the relations between

the concepts cannot be mastered.L; visual means alone; fbr that

we need knowledge of the propertic:z of the figures; A sign of

relying too heavily on perception was indicated by most pupils'

inclination to classify quadrangles disjunctively. We should be

able to make the best possible use of the spontaneously horn or

purposefully made visual structures, but we should also be able

to depart from them when need be. We need, however, to know more

about what these visUal structures are like and_how_ geometrical

structures proper can be constructed on the basis given by them.

In as far as the van Hiele theory is to be used as a framework
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for planning the teaching of geometry, we need to further

clarify the content of each level and their relation to one

another. One problem is that the levels are so concept-bound.

There is evidence of the fact that pupils are at different

levels as to understanding_different concepts (Mayberry 1983).

The mere placement of pupils at the different van Hiele levels

is not of much use as such. We also need to know through what

kind of classroom strategies the transition from one level onto

another can be assisted. This aspect of the van Hiele theory

falls out of the scope of the present welitinary study.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CONCEP1 OF NUMBER IN FIRST-GRADERS

(A DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY APPROACH)

SUMMARY OF A THESIS

Irma Vornanen

This study's primary goal is t6 apply Piaget's principles of

developmental psychOlogy to the development Of numerical concept

in first-graders; The study has to be conducted in three parts.

The first section, discussed below war carried out between 1981

= 84, the second partis to be carried out 1983 - 86, and the

third pa.t in 1985 - 88; The first part deals with Piaget's

understanAing of how the child's concept of number developsi the

principles of developmental psychology that Piaget believes

applicable to the teaching of mathematics, and other thoUghts

that Piaget has on the subject of developing teaching techniques

for_mathematics; With these as a foundation a program for deve-

loping the numerical concepts of first-graders will be deve-

loped: a didactic solution and the training of teachers, experi-

mentation and research fundamentally connected with it; The

first partof the study stresses the theoretical aspect of the

subject, the second empiriCal, and the third concentrates on

practical application; The researdh is being carried out in

conjunction with the continuing education of teaChers. The role

of the teachers in the development of teaching procedures has

teen significant.
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The didactic solution, based on Piaget's numerial concept theo-

ry, was developed to be appropriate to planned situation3 inter-

grated into the normal teaching of mathematics in the first

school year. The educational and instructional influences

characteristic of school and also the orientation of teaching

toWards the creation of the abilities presupposed by school

instruction must be considered;_ Thus the theoretical basis was

expanded to include Vygotsky's and Ausubel's concepts of the

development of teaching together With learning. In the didactic

solution the question was one of increasing sensitivity to

developmental readiness; a prerequisite for the start of mean-

irgful mathematical learning_at school. With respect_ to the

training of teaChers the goal was to develop the pedagogical

readiness that is required if significant development in first-

graders understanding of numbers is to_take place. The testing

Of the didactic solution in practice is based upon cooperation

between the researcher and the teachers. The study is one which

presupposes cooperation; a stage-by-stage R & D (Research &

Development)-type of developmental study.

The research problems of the first part of the stUdy deal with:

1) the level of first-graders' numerical development at the

beginning cf school and certain developmental factors; the type

of day-care received the previous year and the significance of

age in relation to it 2) the significance of a developmental

program on the development of the concept of numbers; success in

a mathematics course aild the prevention of learning difficulties

and 3) the teddhers' opinions arid experiences concerning the

developmental crogram. In solving the first problem emphatie is

placed on explaining the thought processes behind the answers;

The' notes taken by the teachers in the test situation play a

significaht role_ in the analysis of results. In solving the

second problem the attempt is to drew conclusions about the

situation prevailing at the moment in respect to the problem

proposed by Piaget as being mathematics' central didactic

problem, that is the fUsion of the child's natural numerical

development process and a teaching curriculum. In solving the
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second problem the experimental set-up is that typical of field

studies: _pre-test, retesti_control groups. In ejlving the third

problem the attempt was tO gain knowl0dge of the program'S

relevance to the goal set by the study as a whole. The

information was gathered from a questionnaire presented to the

teadhers. There are 262 subjects in the study and 19 teachers.

According to the results obtained, there were various levels of

development among the 6 - 7-year-olds starti.tg school. On the

basis of how the dhildren react and respond in the experimental

situation and from the kind of explanations they give fOr their

answers, conclusions can be drawn about the thought processes

involved. The attempt to ectimate the general level _of

development of childrens' numerical concept was unsuccessfUl due

to inexactness in both the instrument of measure and measurement

procedures.-The measure_provedi_however, to be quite informative

from a developmental point of view. The dhild's age appeared tO

be significant to the level of numerical development at 1".-.he

start of school. Those born in the beginning of the year had a

headstart compared to those born at the end of the year. On the

other hand, Whether or not the dhildren attended nursery sChool

or reclived any other form of daycare the preceding year did not

appear to have any effect on the level lf numerical development.

The effect of _a developmental program _based upon Piaget's

theories, on cautiouzi appraiSal, appeared tO be positive. On the

other hand the program had only little positive effect on the

prevention of learning difficulties,_ and there were _even

indications of effeet in a negative direction. The teachem'

opinions and experiences concerning the relevance of the

developmental program were for the most part positive. However

the need for further developing the program became evident.

In accordance T.iiith the nature of a developmental study, the

study at hand was assembled from the study data available at the

present moment. On this basis a program for developing the

development of numerical_concept_in first-graders was designed.

The program was tested ih practice. According to the feedbadk
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received, the program :proved to be tunctioml; Need for

correction, supplementation; and specification was observed_in

the study"s various parts: the didactic solution, the training

of teachens, researdh. The program must therefore be further

developed. Feedback on the trial use was also obtained,

suggesting in which direction further research is needed.

1.3 4
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